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I. INTRODUCTION 
fh® rare mrth ©lt»enti ©r§ highly desirable and 
in great dtiaand as research tools for fundamental scien­
tific itmdies. Many of the pr#sent-dfty theories of 
physic®, chemistry and wetsllurgy comld b# tested crlti-
cilly wslng this lerleg of eltaents, since the rare 
earth atoms differ froii each other structurally only by 
the nufflber ©f electrons contained in the shielded k-t 
Bubshtll and the number of protons in the nucleus. To 
dftte, such studies h&^e not been adequate due to the 
scarcity of pure rare earth salts, in spite of the fact 
that these elements occur In aoderate abundance in 
nature. They are generally found in rather low concen­
trations In minerelsj are always asioclated t^ith each 
other I and, because of their cheialcal sliailarity, are 
ex:trefflely difficult to isolate by the classical ssethode 
of fractional erystelli^atlon and precipitation. 
In recent years, however, more practical methods 
of separating the rare earths by Hieans of ion-exchange 
have been developed at Mmm (1, 2, 3, 5» 6, 7, 8) 
and elsewhere (9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 1^. 15# 16). TJslng 
the tetf procedures, all of the naturally occurring 
rare earths have been isolated spectrographically pure 
in appreciable quantities arid have become much more 
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rtadlly available for researoli purposes. As Is frequent­
ly tilt est® urbert tli» dtmant Is great and tfe# supply 
tli« art of s#p&ratlftg tlit rar® earths by Ion* 
©xehaisge has adirano«d laort rapidly tbam has the solenoe 
of their itpsraflon, Consequentlyi llttl« is known 
about th« true meehanisn ©f the prooess, although siueh 
has b«fn learned regarding the oonditlons necessary for 
sepuratlon. The investIgations deecribed In this thesis 
were perf©r«ed In order t© obtain fundamental Information 
eonoerning the sieohanlsm of their separation when dilute 
ftfflaonluffi eltrat® solutions are used in oonjunotlon with 
a sulfonated styrene-'dlvinylbenaene eopolyaer. 
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II. HISfOBX AID FRESESf SfAWB OF THEORIES 
OF IQM'EXmMm 
A. History 
fh# tlseoTery of loa-exehang® dates baek to the 
silMle of the 19th oentury when Spence, at the suggestion 
of Thompson (1?), passed a eolmtlon of aiBBionla through 
a tube filled with ground turf in order to investigate 
the retention of aMonia by eultivated soil. He observed 
that a ©hemieal exohange took place and that the ammonia 
in solution wat replaced by calcium. 
Way (18, 19, 20), shortly thereafter, verified the 
findings of Spence and fhoi^son and showed that: 
1. Other bases could displace calciua from soil. 
2. Iqulvalent amounts of cations were taken up 
and liberated in the process. 
3. fhe eoneentration of the anion in solution re­
mained unchanged during the reaction. 
fhe t3£tent of reaction increased with concentra­
tion. 
5. fhe tei^eraturi coefficient for the rate of ex­
change was email. 
6. Fusion destroyed the lon^exehange properties 
of the soil. 
If 
?. Muralfm® gllleates pr«s@iit in th« soils were 
r«sponsibl« for the ©xchang®. 
8, Synthftle bas®*exeliange materials eotild be 
prepared from sodituB sill eat® and sodium aluml-
nut#. 
fay erreatousli- ftiSMmed tbet the base-exebenge 
rtiietloii wa® irreversible aad it remained for Eichhorn 
(21) to dewnstrate that the exchange of Oa"^"^ for 2 Ha"*" 
in chabazite was actually a reversible process. Some­
what later» Lemberg (22, 23) showed that it was possible 
to eeapletely transform the Biineral leucite {t20*l0.20y 
^SiOg) into analeite {iag0*llg0j*^3iG2'5!H20) by leaching 
leueit® with iodlii® ©hloride and that the transformation 
eomld be revereed. 
By fttsing together quarts, ©lay and soda, (Jane (2^, 
25, 26) prepared an aluainum silicate base-exehanger 
whleh he ealled Ferwutit. fhl® material was the first 
artlfieial aeolite to be used on a ©omraercial scale for 
softening water. 
Mother major developaent in the field of ion-
exehange wai the sulfonation of eoal, lignite or peat to 
fom a group of exehangers known as sulfonated ooale or 
carbon&eeotts «e©llte« (27, 28). these were the first 
exasBples of organio ion-exohange materials. It was the 
diseoTery by Mam® and Holmes (29), however, that resins 
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prtpftred from polyl^arle pli®ii©ls and forraaldehyd# 
©j&lbittd #atloa»«xeMtig« pr©p«iptl«8 aM that resins 
prtparea from areaati® mim«t sneh as pli«iiyl«n#diaffliae, 
ant f@raald«li|^® oemM a<st as anion-^-exohangers, whleh 
led to tl3# dwelepraent of tli® large variety of "tailor^ 
made" ion-eEOh&nge resins wisieli are toown today. Most 
©f tlie new types of syntheti© ion-eacohange prodaots bave 
been desorifeed in patent®. Myers, lastes and Myers (30) 
have prepared an extensive review of the patent litera-
turf 'Hp to the year If^l and more reoent references are 
to be found in a book by Eanin and Myers (31), a paper 
by Kiinin (32) and a review by Boyd (33). Sinee this 
thesis deals with only a single type of resin, it would 
be btyond the seope of this review to attes^t to describe 
and evalaate any eyntheti© ion-exohange resins other 
than the type actually used in the investigation. 
One well«»eh«ra0teriEed type of base«*exehaii^e resin 
eoaiieroially available today is the lulfonated eopolyaer 
of styrene and divinylbenaene synthesized by D*Alelio 
(3^). Speeifio directions for the preparation of eueh 
a sulfonated oopolymer, eoneieting of 90^ styrene and 
divinylbenssene, have been given by Hale and Reichen-
berg (35) and directions for preparing spherieal parti-
olea of polystyrene resin snitable for eulfonation have 
been presented by iohenstein and lark (34). 
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B, Prefent Status of fheorlea 
At th% prm^nt tla«f tl»« theox^ of Ion exehang® 
if not in m f9rf satisfaetory stat®,, slno® ®v©n the 
simple axohang® of two monovaltnt ions on 0ow®x 50 
has not b#®n adequately tsplalne-A, fh« literature on 
this iubjtot is rather extensive and attempts have been 
aate t© explain the exchange phenomena on the basis of 
aany different and soaetines confusing aeauraptions. 
While wany experimenters have confirmed or denied cer­
tain ideas, there remain others which have neither been 
proved nor disproved cos^letely. Since laany of the 
theorle® and conclusions which have appeared in the 
literature do not apply to the work to be described 
la thli thetis, no attempt will be made to give an ex» 
tensive critical revle^^ at this point. However, in 
order to aqualnt the reader with the present status of 
the subject, ft nufflber of the results and conclusions 
of various investigators will be reported In thle 
section. Any of these results and conclusions which 
nay have a direct bearing on the experimental work 
presented in thle thesis will be discussed later along 
with results ©f said work, 
Dowex 5'^* ©n® the typical sulfonated etyrene-
dlvlnylbenztee resins which are eoramercially available. 
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lies bseii r«pP9@«nt®a by Btaumaa and Ilehbora (37) as 
eonilstiiig of a p«meabl« tiydpoearbon network with 
attaeiiefi aroraatl© jnuelel, Ttot arofflati«s nuol«l are sul­
fonated to the extettt that there exist about 1.1 sul­
fonate gremps per benisen® ring, fhe authors have per-
formed oheaieal analyses for carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, 
sodiua mA water and have made capacity measurements 
whleh indioate that some of the sulfur may be in the 
fora of sulfon# ©r©ss-link@. Riey have presented titra­
tion data whieh show that Sewex 50 behaves as a typical 
strong aoid in its ©heiaical reactions and have suggested 
that the hydrogen ion, or other eation present, may be 
oonsidered to be ©oapletely dissooiated within the resin 
phase. 
Bauman and llohhorn also suggested that the Bonnan 
(36) theory should apply to a resin of this type. It 
was pointed out that, while the resin cations were free 
to Iiigrate and exehange with cations fro® the outside 
and that both anion® end cations were able to diffuse 
into the resin phase, the sulfonate groups attached to 
the resin network were not free to iiigrate into the 
external solution. In the course of their investiga­
tions with hydrochloric acid solutions they found that 
their data substantiated the Bonnan theory in high con­
centration ranges, but that the theory failed to explain 
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tlj« WMlti for dlXut# solutions of hydroelilorle aeld 
in eontset witli th% renin. 
Bftuman and llehliorn stated that the lon-exoliangt 
reaction wliloli omum wlien the hydi^gen-foMS resin is 
iweried in a sodlua <shl©rld# solution oould be eonsld--. 
©red to b« a tieterofeneoue reaction between tbe outside 
goliatlon pbai# and tbe reiln*gel pbase. According to tbe 
IJonn&n concept# equillbriua would be established when 
•HaR . «K«3 »01g (1) 
% ®01R S % '01s <2> 
or 
®N«1^ as^ 
MHMHMWMijMiM rnmrnmimm 
"Nag \ ( 3 >  
and for dilute ac|tieous solutions in whieh the ratio of 
tbe aetivity ©oeffielents for tbe monovalent cations 
approaebes unity 
"Sag *i®i^ 
In tbe above equations* tbe subscripts, ^  and B, refer 
to tbe aqueous and resin phases, rsspeotlvelyj is tbe 
activity eoeffieient of tbe ion in the resin phase; ^  is 
$ 
tise «©lar ©oneentipetlon ©f a eolpoiieatj and ^  l« th® 
"aelar nqtilllbriw aonstaiit''' for tb« reaetioa 
HRg+ + ^ Ha+ + Haj,-' (5) 
ifttiraaft and lielihorii repoiiiid a eoiistant value of 
1,20 tor tlJ« "laolar eqiilllbrlura eonstant* in th0 eas® 
of affliaonliiffi»!iydrof#ii wmhmge for solution eoncentratione 
fetlew 0,1 j|i feut stated that th# valii# of ^  diaiiniahed 
at tli» o^oaoentratlett of the solutloii «-®s inereased 
f!iiiih«i». faltifis of ^  for tht exchangt of other monova-
l«at ioiif witli hfAvogm Ion. w®r« also det®r®in«d. Tb# 
!i«sa«-ftetion law wm reported to ®.pply to the oaleiuffl* 
hydrogaa «^©h«ag« at a total eoneentration of 0,1 
S«'«'«ral ®xp«ri»«ints wtre performed which showed 
that thf rate of ftxehang# bttwten hydrogen and sodium 
ions for low«x 50 and low golmtion coneentrationa was 
eontrell«d % th® Jiai®«»-sctlon reaction rate between the 
ions at the turfae® of the resin partiole. fhe reaction 
rate may be «3ipreased by the following equationj 
Roaotlon rrts , % " 4 % (6) 
Froli flow ejEperiaients it was found that the rate constant t 
WAS dependent «pon both the flow rate of the solution 
©wr the partielei and the iise of the resin partieles. 
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Til# 4iff«slon rates of feydroolilorie aeid ®nd sodium 
chloridft la ttie regia ptoas# w»r«r reported to be about 
©at fiftfe as great at la dilute aqueous solution and It 
wai pr«di©tad that this rate would beooaie the control* 
liftf faetor In the ex:ohang© rate at solution concentrations 
above 0»1 Bsolal. 
Boyd, Adaason and Myeyg {39) employed radioactive-
tracer teehnifue® la their studies on the kineties of 
exehangt adsorption of ions. Although they used a phenol-
forrasldehyde type of resin, Amberlite IR-1, with Methylene 
eulfonie, ©arboxylio and phenolic exchange group® instead 
of a sulfonated ityrent«»diirinylbenzen# copolymer, they 
obtained results whlesh agreed essentially with those of 
BauiJan and lichhorn C37). F»ii their eaj^eriraental re» 
suite and certain theoretical eonsiderations, Boyd, 
Adafflson and Myers concluded that for solutions 0,1 M 
©r greater in total electrolyte the rate of exchange 
wai goferned by diffusion of the iona in and through 
the reiin phase, for solutions 0»OO3 % or legs the rate 
of exchange was lisilttd by diffusion through a liquid 
film at the aurfaee of the r@sin particle. It was 
pointed out that a raass»law aechanisra was not the con­
trolling factor in the exchange rate, since the rate 
wm found to be dependent upon particle size and upon 
the flow rate of the solution past the reeln particles. 
11 
ielwifo®rt ana Mmsm (13) have oonsiaered 
l©n»«xehaftg« first m a l3«ter©g@nfiou@ proetss behaving 
aooorAlng to Langaulr*® adtorptlon ecjuatloii and ssoond 
as ft h«t®rog@a«©us rtaction obeying tht law of mass-* 
aetlon. In applylag tht aass-EOtion principle to Ion-
exehang® «<|aillbrlai th# aiithor® etated that the appar* 
eat failure of the »a«i'»»law to explain the experimental 
data of so«e investigatora mmj heve been due to one or 
all of the following reasonsj 
1» Rie ehemieal equations used to represent the 
exehange ®ay have been stolehloraetrioally 
inoorreet, due to hydrolysis of certain ions 
or to ineomplete dlBsooiatlon of others. 
2, Errors may have been introduced as the result 
of the frequent agguaption that the exchange 
material ©ontained only one type of active 
group whieh was capable of exchanging ions# 
whereai, the exchanger in reality raay have 
been polybwsi®, 
3. fhe activity ooefflclents ©f the iona in the 
solution and in the solid phase »ay have been 
neglected. 
%ey found that their data for the exchange of 
alkali aetal and hydrogen ions embtantiated the mass-
lair equation, which they postulated on the assumptions 
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that th® aetlvitldi ©f th9 l©ns In th« resin ph&s« 
eettli. b# ®«t '®mml to tBeii* »©le f3?aetions and that* if 
th® ionl# ®tF«ngth wtr® kept Xm$ th® ratio of the activ­
ity e©#ffl©i«nt8 ©f th® leas in th# aqueoua phaa® ©o«ld 
b« talen «i ttnity, fair «tgre»iti®nt with th® mass law was 
als© ©btaintd for th® txohangt ©f barima and iodiusi 
iensi but th® a«th©ri ndt®d m flight hysteresis in th® 
@q.«lllbrim« a@ th«y appr©&<3h®d it froii opposit® direc­
tions. fb«y r«port«d a soa«what gr®at®r hy®ter®sis in 
thf e«§# of th® lanthanu®*sodium sxchang®, 
Boyd# S@hub®rt and Maitson also postulated the 
dlstanc® of ©lostst appreaeht givtn by th® Deby®-
IlSek«l theory 
l©g » -Agr /(l+Ba<5^ ) (7) 
ehomld be etesen a® th® index; of ionic hydration in 
applying the ©orr@lttien# first observed by J@nny (^0), 
between th® order of adsorption affinity of the lone 
and their hydrsted ionic radii, Qualitatively, at least 
for ions of equal charge, th® affinity ©f an ion for th® 
resin hae been shewn to increase m the hydrsted ionic 
radius decreases. It has also been established that, 
in general, affinity increases with th® charge of the 
ion C^^l, ^2, ^ 3, t although some OTtrlapping la ob­
served* Boyd, Schubert and Maason predicted the 
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follewlag or&ep of deertaslng absorbability for trl-
pegitift lont oa t|i« basis of their setlvlty coeffielentss 
iia# Cs, Pr, Mdf $mg Eu, t» 9e and Al. For tht dlval«nt 
alkalift# earths th« order pr®dleted was Ba, Sr, Oa and 
Mg* for the divalent transition m@talg Boyd and bis 
®owrlc«rs pr@dlot«d tb® ©rd«r of d«ereaslng affinity, 
bastd on tht |L® detsraiintd froa aetlvlty oo®fflel«nt 
data, to b«: Zn, §n, Mi, C© and F®. As will b« pointed 
out lat«r in tbe review of a smbaequent artlole, this 
latter series is ineorreet* sinoe suoh factor® as tbe 
esrtent of digsioolatlon of the salt mast also be taken 
into oonslderation. 
Kressaaa and Sitebener C^5) studied the exchange 
©qullibrla of monovaltnt eations with a sulfonated 
phenol-forraaldehyde resin. It was demonstrated that the 
exohangt proeess wm eowpletely reversible for laono-
valent ions by approaching eQullibriura frca both diree« 
tioM. When a given ooneentratlon ratio of monovalent 
loni was present in solution,, the ratio of the oonoen-
tratlone of the ions in resin phase was independent of 
the total aalt eoneentratlon in the range from 0.01 to 
0.2 j|« For the aaBJonlum-potasiiuai exehange it was 
found that the e<|uilibrl«» obtained was Independent of 
the anion used, but that the ammonius^thalliura equi­
librium was different for nitrate® than for sulfates. 
Iff 
111 the cast of thallium. It was polfited out that the 
gulfat# is not aa highly dissoolated «g the nitrate. 
linear functions were ohtained when 
the mole ratio of the ions in the regia phase was 
plotted against the aole rati© of the ions in the 
«<|tieou0 phase for the exchange of aiaaoniuia ion with the 
other lionov&lent ions. The equilibrium constants of 
the fflonovalent ions against aiEnoniu® ion were correlated 
* « 
with the Bebye-Huekel distance of closest approach, 
and were found to increase as n® decreased, which was 
in agreeaent with the findings of Boyd, Schubert and 
Mamson (13). The order of Increasing affinity of the 
ions for the rtsin, deterialned by these measurements 
was: Li, H, Na, K, Eb, Gs, Ag and fl, 
Kressman and Kitchener also studied the exchange 
equilibria of wultiTalent ions with the sulfonated 
phenol-formaldehyde resin, ttie order of increasing 
affinity for the divalent ions in 0.1 J| chloride solu­
tion was reported to bei Hg, Gd, Mn, Mg, Zn, Cu, Ni, 
00, Ca, 3r and Ba. The order of increasing affinity 
for a few sulfates in 0.1 J solutions was! Be, Mg and 
Mn. The affinity for uranyl nitrate was approximately 
equal to that for aanganous chloride, while lead nitrate 
fell between strontiu® and bariu® chlorides in order of 
affinity in 0.1 § solutions. The above order for the 
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traDsltlofi tl«ra«iit8 Zn, CJu, Ml and Co is opposite froffl 
that pr«diet«d by Boyd, Sehmb«rt and Mamson (I3). Tht 
authors pointed out that th@ divsltnt salts of Cd, Co, 
11, Zn, Mn, Chi and Pb exhibit Ion association to such 
an fxteat that this btoomts th® fflajor factor dettrnilnlng 
th® apparent affinity ©f th«a« ions for tht resin. The 
inerease of affinity with Increased charge of the ion 
wat noted and disetissed. Although fh was held tightly 
by the resin, Zr was not, due to the format ion of ZrO"^"^ 
in aqueou® iolmtion* 
fhe authors announeed that the affinity of certain 
large ©rganle oatlens for the resin increased with 
increasing fixe of the Ion in contrast to the order ob* 
served with the sliple Inorgenl© cations and suggested 
that van der tfaals forees might be responsible for this 
effect. For very large ©rganle cations the rate of 
attaining equllibrluii was extremely slow. 
Ihinean and Lister (^6) have attempted to aeeess 
the extent to whieh the mais-aetion law may be applied 
to the ease of ion-exchange, using sodiuia and hydrogen 
Ions with Bowex 50 and Aaberllte lE-lOOH resins, fhree 
method® for obtaining the equllibrluia constant were 
used, namelys 
^he batch eQuilibration method. A given weight 
of exchanger was allowed to come to equilibrium 
u 
witli soltttlens containing different proportions 
of ao'titM eliloriie mnd hydrochloric acid. The 
amottnt of sodiuffl ion tsktn up frois the solution 
wms d#te»ln@d. 
2. fhe reain had aaturation Taethod. Th« volume of 
jiolution* containing different piHsportions of 
sodiuffl ©hlorid# and hydrochloric acid, required 
to saturate a given feed of exchanger was meas­
ured. Pure sodium chloride solution alone was 
uitd to obtain the total capacity of the bed 
ftnd th# aol# fraction of sodium on the bed at 
equlllbriuiB for th® other solutions was obtained 
very simply in this manner, 
3* By sftlculatien froa the rear boundary of a 
chi^aatograa. ®li« ehromatogrsphlc studies of 
Default (^7) asfl G-lueckauf {^8, 50) have 
shown that the adsorption Isotherm of a solute 
on an adsorbent aay be derived by calculation 
froia th® rear boundary of the curve obtained 
upon elution of an adsorbed band, fhe method 
of calculation used in this paper was given by 
01ueekattf {51)# a eon^lete discussion is beyond 
th® leop® of this thesis. 
In thiir experiments, concerned with saturating 
beds of acid-fora Dowex 50 with sodluai ion in conjunction 
1? 
with Ijydrocliloyl© acid &t a alew flow rate, Duncan 
and Lifter ik6) obstrTed that laiiiediatley after break­
through ©f th® sodiu® loa the eon©tntratIon of sodiun 
in the eluate rose sharplf to its eonoentration in the 
iolution u.s®A to saturate the toed. When sodium chloride 
solutiofts were introdueed at the top of a bed originally 
in the hydrogen eyele, it wai found that the pH of the 
eluate, after the sodium ion break-through, rose rather 
isloMly to the pH of the solution being introduced, indi­
cating that the last stages of the exohange occurred 
liuoh more slowly than did the bulk of the reaction. 
¥h,«B the adsorbed sodlua was eluted with hyd«)chloric 
acid golutioB of th® iame normality as the total of the 
salt plu# the add in the saturating solution, it was 
found that the eluate contained the same ratio of sodium 
to hydrogen ion aa was present in the solution used to 
load the bed originally* the rear boundaries* obtained 
upoa elutioiii were In general more diffuse than the front 
boundaries obtained in the saturating step* This is not 
surprising since the equilibrium constant for the reaction 
M«a++H„+ H3++H«R+ (8) 
is greater than unity. It ©an readily be seen froia the 
equilibrium constant 
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(9)  
th&tt sine© i« greattr than 1.0, the forward rat® of iiS 
r#a«stioii C8) is mor« rapid tban th® ratt in ttoe oppoait® 
direction and litne® thi forward reaction should reaofe 
©o»pl«tion in a sherttr distane® of travfl down th® bed. 
It was etatfd that th« sharp front boundary, formed 
II,t al©w flow rates, htcafii® more and more diffuse at flow 
rati® ahoir® 16x10"*'^ e«ntiiitt#rs p«r second (0.96 cra./min.) 
and that larger foluwe® of eluant w®r® required to com­
pletely reaov# th# sodium from th® bed at the more rapid 
rat«B. 
It was obserrtd in these eatperiments that the equi-
libriuffl ©onstant for th# sodiiiffl-hydrogen exohange was 
soBiewhat dependent upon the aole fraetion of sodium in 
the resin phase. Data froia batch, break-through and 
chroaiatographie detensinations were in good agreement. 
fh« iralme of th® ecimilibriuia constant was observed to 
decrease as th® teinperature was increased, 
Topp and Pepper (52) prepared a nuraber ©f ion-
exchange materials and studied their titration curves. 
Such curves provide information as to the number and 
type of functional group® present. 
Uaing a sulfonated coal ion-exchanger, Nschod and 
Wood (53) showed that monovalent ions exchanged more 
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rapidly thajra divalent !©«§. showed that th# oapaoity 
of th® #s:©li«ng®r, Zeo-Iarb, iner®as©d as tht hydrated 
loale radi«® iner®fti«d, for both moaovelent and divalent 
eations1 and that th« capacity wm hlghtr for divalent 
eations than for monovalent oations. This is a phenomenon 
whieh Is not generally observed with the sulfonated 
synthetic exohangers, fht sulfonated oo®l apparently oon» 
tained functional groapai such as earboxylie and phenolic, 
which were more weakly ionized than the sulfonic acid 
group. 
Argerglnger, Davidson and Bonntr (5^) developed 
©jtprtisioni froia the law of aasi action ®nd the Gibbe-
Ptthea (55) e<|uation which they used to detei^ine apparent 
activity eoefficitnt® for ions in the reain phase. 
For th® reaction 
vA|^  +  ^uS|'®' + vAj® (10) 
the therraodynamic tciuilibrlua constant la 
-V ^u\vu ^v 
K g^—A—L-2—a e K (n) 
in which ^  is the »ol® fraction of an ion and £ its 
activity coefficient In the re®in phasej £ is the molar 
concentration of an ion and^ ^>"6® activity coefficient 
in the aqtieoua phssei and K is the apparent equllibrlttia 
1 
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ceiiitaiit wbieij glvtt no eftdenot to the activity coeffl-
el«nts of th« ions in th« resin phase, but has been 
oorreeted for the activity ooefflelents in the aqueous 
phaee. J and j| refer to the ion# undergoing exohange» 
fhe logarith® of the last t^ra in equation (11) ie 
Inl « + vdnf^) - udnfg) (12) 
and upon differentiating the following equation is 
obtaiaet 
- ddnl^) » V d(lnfj^) - u d(lnfg) (13) 
Argerslager, Davidson and Bonntr assumed that the 
systeia involved only the two ions ^  and f and applied 
the Slbbe-Buhea equation 
d(lnf^) + Ig d(lnfg) « 0 (1^^) 
Solving equations (13) and (1^^) slwultsneously 
V ddnf*) s d<lnK_) (15) 
U%+Vig 
and 
uH. 
u ddnf,,) z  ^ddnKft) (16) 
Introdueing a new general variable, j|, defined as 
ui* 
X 5 ^ (17) 
U%+Vti0 
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th#n 
V • -CW) ddnl^) (18) 
and 
a d(lafg) a x d(lnK^) (19) 
lat&gratliig by parts 
-V Int^  » (W)(lnK^) - ^ 
a Infg ss X 
iubstlttiting (20) and (21) Into (12) leads to 
InK r r^(lnlC ) &.x (22) 
JO a 
For ioaiii®*li|'drog«a exehangt 
- <^3) 
Infg S (InK^) - ^"''•(InKg) (Zlt) 
and 
inic , (25) 
fb®st eQUfttlona may b® readily •valaated using the 
ifflfttfeods ef graphieal Integratloa tvm a plot of InK-
I.. tI 
v«rgii0 j^i^. 
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A ©f salphonattd resins ©©ntalaiag styren© 
oop©lyM«ris«i with r&Tiag aaotitttg of divlRylhenzem® wer« 
pr»pftr«d and •xamlaed by Itlebinberg, Pepper and MeOaul«y 
?5^) ia tilt light of the theory by dregor (5?) that 
Rf Inljj «r ir(f^  • fg) ( 2 6 )  
in whioh is th® selectlirity ratios 1 is th« osmotie 
pressure within the resin phase; and ^  and ^  are the 
partial wolal volaati of the exehanging ions ^  and 
The diYlnylbenssene oontent of the styrene-divinyl* 
benxene eopolyntr was varied from 2 to 33^ end it was 
reported that the anounts of water adsorbed per gram 
of dry hydrogea-for® res in varied fmm 3*35 grams for 
the 2% eopolyaer to 0*55 giP®as for the 33^^ copolymer. 
From tregor'e theory it wag deduced that, if ^  was 
greater than then % was greater than one* Their 
data showed this to b® trwe (exoept for resins of high 
eross^llnking at high values of M ) in aeeord with the 
•Jul 
view that the hydrogen ion in aqaeoiis solution is larger 
than the sodlBim ion, due to its higher degree of hydra­
tion. furthermore, they dedweed that, if f. was greater 
••M 
than then, as the aole fraotion of |t in the resin 
inereased, the resin sheald eontraot andU deorease. 
If ^  and ^  re»ained rowghly eonstant and were inde-
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pmdmt of th® racl® fraetloa of g, la th« rasin phase, 
th«a it fellowtd that Ij, ehoiild deereas® as th© molt 
mmrn 
fraetloH of ^  laersmsed. fh« d«cp®ag« of ^  for tht 
sodlii«-hfd3?og«a ©xohaagt with lacrtaaed mole fractloa 
©f iodiiM la th® rtsla phat# wm observ«d with th« 1? 
aad 33^ rtgiat. It wag fiaaXly prtdloted that« at a 
glvta loale ©oapogitloa,T shottld dtpead upoa the 
#la§ti© pwspertlas of th« r«ilaj h«ao®, th« greater the 
degree of er©®@*llakiag, the greater the elastie modttltie 
aad the smaller the voltirae of the swllea res la at equl-
llhrluii, fh& fHftller the volume the greater would be 
the Talme of T[ due to the laoreased ooaeeatratloa of 
©emotleally aetlve grotips. therefore, if 
r#»alaed approximately ooastaat for realas of dlffereat 
eroes-llaklag, thea the aiiiaerle®! value of laKp should 
laerease with the aaowat of dlvlaylbeazeae la the oopol-
yaer} eoavereely, a resla havlag low eross^llalclag 
should have a valme of aearly equal to ualty for 
timmi 
all valae® of the «ole fraetloa of sodium la the resla 
phage, fhls predletloa was borae out by the resiilts 
for the 2^ dlvlnylbeazeae resla. Slaoe the theoi^r did 
aot predlot the drop la ^  below unity for high sodium 
©onteat whleh was observed, leleheaberg, Pepper aad 
MoOauley proposed that there oould postlbly have beea 
eoae oxldatloa durlag the drastle sulphoaatloa required 
by the highly cross-link@d resins givi^ig rise to 
carhoxyl gr©upi m well as salfonlo acid groups on th« 
resin. It was ohsarvid that the 33^ resin had a some­
what higher exchange capacity when titrated with base than 
th«t obtained In more seldie solutions. The theory also 
fulled t© account for the portion of the curves, obtained 
with 5 1©^ divinylbenssene resins. In which ^  in-
ereaied with increasing ®ole fraction of sodiu®. 
0r#gor (5?» 56) intended the theories of Donnan and 
duggenheitt ^59) and Donnan (60) to ion-exchange systems. 
In particular he considered the pressure-volume free 
energy changes which occur when ions in the resin phase 
are replaced by othere. He considered the internal 
volume of the resin, to be the difference between the 
total external volume of the realn, V^, and the incom-
prtsslbl# portion of the hydrocarbon matrix, !a-
postulated that the inner phage associated with was 
in direct contact with the external solution which was 
of infinite voluwo and at atmospheric pressure. 
When the resin was swollen by the internal solution, 
a Hooke'® law relationship was assumed to apply, namely, 
- RiTT-f b (27) 
in which is the osmotic pressure within the resin 
phase and g and are arbitrary eonstants which depend 
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upofi ttot 9f8tm iindtr consMtratloft. 
fh9 followiag assm^tions wtr« made by &i»tg©p in 
th® fiirllj#!* tewlopntnt of hit thmvf, 
Im fJif "rolmmti of all ionle and noleeular 
eoastiftteiita wtr« eonitant ths^ougbout the 
pvmem* 
2. The fixtd gmnp§ md tb« woTabl® ions did not 
iiiteraet eheaioally, Mt were ooa^letely 
dl®«©eiat«d at all tia@8. 
3. fh® volume of the fixed anlonie groap was 
©on®taut# 
ti'» For thii ideal sygtea all aetiirlty ooeffiolents 
were unitr* 
In th® notatloR used toy tregor, ^  soles of ©ationi 
of fflolar voluMt, 1^, and ^  aoles of water of fflolar 
wt}lm9i^ ®ad# up the Tolttse, and the oemotie 
pressure oould fee salowlated aocording to the equation 
KT , (Xq)o 
IT s •^in (28) 
in whleh ^  li the mole fwietloa of the water and the 
sttfeioripte,, 4 and refer to the resin and external 
phages» reBpeetively. It wa® pointed omt that as larger 
ions aesttwe the exchange poiltlone the volaae of the 
syttea should Inoreaie slightly, b*it at the saae tliae the 
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solwfit TolMt HqVq slsottld dtertase, resulting In a sharp 
iner«as® in th® esaetl© prtssmre. For dilute solutlona, 
the diffuslhle anions would be almost completely exeluded 
froffl the. regin phat® hy the Bonnan effects, then Ions 
enter ©r leave the syaten, a certain ©jaount of solvent 
also enters or lemm siraultaneously and the reaction 
taking place is 
K ^^ 0 ®i +  ^4 ^^ i ®o + 
in which ^  and ^  are the exchanging cations; j; and £ 
refer to the numhers of moles of solvent §, aceoaipanying 
the longJ exclusive of the solvent of solvation* 
The equilihriu® oonst&nt for this somewhat more 
complicated proceis is 
K. (h) m (30) 
VlWoK'o' 
using J to represent mole fractione ®nd the eubscripte 
0, 1 and 2 to refer to the solvent, cation ^  and cation 
respectively, tregor stated that the Donnan equation 
for the reaction 
- •• tl 0. (^ ) "•"] 
would apply to this ideal system of monovalent ions 
and derived the following siitple esipression 
n 
IT lis 5 ^22) 
On the hftsls ©f .these equation®, drtgoi* ntsde the following 
predlctionfi. 
1. the foliime of an lon-ts:©hang# resin should vary 
dlreetly irlth the TOlume of hydrattd Ions In 
the'exohaag® positions, 
2. the seleetlTlty ratio* shomM Increase as 
Inoreaset ®t a constant Ion concentra­
tion rati© in the external solution, 
3. ^ should Increase a® the -raliae of (ni/ngjo 
decreases. 
increase a® increases for systems 
whleh constIttite *stlffer springs* and will 
decreaie ae IT decreases, as may reault from the 
oottnter-oijaotlc pressure deir®ioped by a high 
conoentratlon of lone in the external phase. 
These predictions were checked esf^eriiaentally and 
the data obtained agreed, at least Qualitively, with the 
theory. 
fhe cownter^osiiotlc effect of the external elec­
trolyte was also eongidered by Gregor. For the process 
^ ^i ®i 
it followed that 
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xn ' . --n-(vT+ v„) (34) 
iX^X^)o ^ ^ 
Ift wisieli til® sttlsseripts, 1 and 2» refer to th« cstlon 
and anion# r®ip#etively, Sinee X, » ni/Cnx+ng) and X- -
mmm 
ng/Cnj^+ng), itttostitrnting j| c n2 « (ni-P) and <ni+n2) z 
(2ng+F)i wh@r«f X 2.s tli® nwffll^tr ©f ®ol®0 of fixed anionic 
grotipt and j| is tilt nm«fe#r of aolet of th® mobile anion 
inside the regln# then 
n(FH-n) 1 
115 la —— • s T ) (35) 
(3tt+F)2 (XlXg)o 
Exp®riiaentally, G-regoi* Siae shown thst the deewelling 
effset of ths oounter-osfflotlc pr®setii»« wee not signify 
ieant unless th@ external ©oneentration of electrolyte 
wag en appreoiahlt fraction of th® eoneentration of 
fixed anionie groups in th® resin phase. For external 
eoneentrationi below 0,1 ^  the amount of non-exehange 
electrolyte in th® rtsin phase was negligible and no 
appreeifttel# deswelling of the resin was obaerred. 
S-regor also considered the non-ideal case for 
uni-uniTalent exchange and suggested methods for eval­
uating th® paraffl@t®rs> a* «ndTr. For further infor-
raation ©onoerning this subject the reader is refered to 
the original work, 
dre^r. Held and Bell in (61) have exasiined various 
t 
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methods of d»t©raining th® specific volume and density of 
w®t r«iln particles, Thtir ehief problem waa the rtiaoval 
of iiirfao# wat«r wittoeut loeing any atssorbed water from 
th« sampl#. fhe b@st ttehniqu© found was to use the 
solution with which the resin W8« equlliforsted as the 
pycnomttrle fluid, th«n t© c«ntrifuge th® sample rapidly 
to rsfflove the surfaet water, or to plot the wet weight 
versus the relative humidity and extrapolate to a relative 
humidity of 100^. Drying by suction or blotting gave 
low result®. 
dregor, 0utoff and Bregman {^2) determined the 
volumes and. weights of both wet ®nd dry samples of Dowex 
50 In various ststts. Their values given for the exter­
nal vcluae, ?«, the wet weight, and the dry or iiiilWi8 nil ill" 
matrix voluae, for a gi"^en ionio form are those 
volumeg and weighti obtained from 1.000-g. samples of 
dry, hydrogen-for®! Dowex 50 which have been converted 
to the desired foriis and equilibrsted with 0,001 m 
iolutlons of the ions, fhe reainatea of the alkali, 
alksline earth, hydrogen, afflmonlum, silver, thalloue, 
fttftgneslUTO, tetifanethylaHimcnlum, tstrsethylammonium and 
phenyltrlmethylafflmonluffl ions with Dowex 50 have been 
studied, ®s well as the resina.tss of potassium, smisonium, 
llthluffl, tetrafRethylsraraonluii, and tetraethylsramonlum ions 
with other eulfonated styrene-dlvinylben^ene resins. The 
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d08w«lllttg of thes® resins In emraoniu® chloride aolutions 
was also studltd. 
It was shoTtn that IL, for a gl?en resin, increfised 
with th« hydreted lonle ^rolume ©f the exchange cetion, 
exe«pt where lon-pelr forssatlen took plsoe. It wps also 
shown that f« Increegtd sharply sg the degree of crosa-
linklng of the resin decreased. The deswelllng of resins 
in eottcentr#ted solutions wbb described and the mean Ionic 
aetlTlty ©©efficient of the mobile electrolyte within 
th® reeln phase was calculated. 
dregor and hie asioeletes (63) also studied the 
©xehenge capacity of "^ftrlous etyrene-dlvlnylbenzen® 
copolymers which they synthesized, fhe exchange capac-
itlet were found to be identical for all monovalent 
cations studied, but the cepaolty of a resin for th® 
divalent ions Investigated was somewhat greater than 
its capacity for monovalent ions, especially in the 
cage of MgIt wai postulated th®.t ® complex ion 
such m MgOH"^ or MgCl"*" was formed. A study of the rate 
of uptake ©f ions showed that large ions reacted much 
more slowly with th® exchanger than smsll ions and that 
this effect was nore pronounced the more highly cross-
linked the polywer. 
Lowen and eo-worken (6^-) studied the exchange 
which tfikea plsce when hydrogen-for® Oowex 50 is immersed 
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in fi iolutlcn of tht salt of anoth«r ion and vice versa. 
They also Investlguted th® effect of ionic strength on 
the ©Cjuillbriuffl constant for the aamoniua-hydrogen ex­
change. It was shown that the apparent equilibrium 
oonstantf, vary with the mol© fractions of the ions 
in the resin phase for sodium-hydrogen, afflraoniuia-hydrogen, 
silver-hydrogen, thallous-hydrogen, thalloue-eramoniura, 
nickel-hydrogen, calcium-hydrogen and nickel-c®lciuia ex­
change syetSMs. It was also demonstrated that the equi­
librium constant, varied with ionic strength in the 
case of the ammonium-hydrogen exchange and that for low 
concentration® of external electrolyte the value of ^  
decreased and approached unity when the mole fraction 
of amtionittii Ion in the reein phase was increased. 
Bonner, Argtrsinger and Davidson {65» 66) have 
investigated the factors Involved in cation-exchange 
equilibria and calculated the activity coefficients of 
the loni in the resin phase by the method of graphical 
Integration, developed earlier. It was pointed out that 
errors in simple computation of tquillbrlum compositions 
«ay arise fro» the following three factors which are 
soaetliaes neglected s 
1. fhe absorption or desorptlon of water by the 
resin phase. 
2. The uptake of electrolyte by a process other than 
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l©ii-»xoliaiig®. 
3» fb# Chang® In Tolum® of the solution accoapany-
Ing tli€ exQhmnge of eltctrolytes of different 
apparent molar volum©. 
Th« ftuthorf <soii©lud®d that only the first of these 
factor® w®i of any magnitud® in the cage of dilute solu* 
tiong» hut th&t tht measuremeftt of both solution snd 
retin phase eonoentrations was neoigsary in order to 
present errors In the csloulation of Kg^. 
It was ihown that the ^ ralue of for the amraoniura-
hydrogen escohange between solutions of hydrochloric acid 
and ftsiffloniu® chloridt and Itewex 50 resin approached the 
vslu# of one as the molt fraction of ammonium ion in 
the resin phase approached unity. This factor is of 
great importance in the following in"«festigatlons con­
cerned with the elutlon of neodymium fro® columns of 
hydrogen»forffl reain, using dilute solutions of citric 
acid and aniionlua citrate. In this case, the mole 
fraction of emmonium ion in the resin phsse is always 
large coropared to the mole fraction of hydrogen ion, 
hence# the aiolar equilibrium constant for the exchange 
of aramoniuBJ and hydrogen ions may be set equal to one. 
An exhauitlve, critical review of many of the 
preceding theories has been presented by Mfitrinsky as 
part of hie doctoral thesis. Since the review of theoriee 
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aM tli« experliaental portion of his thesis has appeared 
ia a teelsiiioel report i tht reader is referred to this 
souree for further inforMation regarding these theories 
of ion-exehange (67). Marinsliy^ has indioated that his 
«.3cperlMtatal results, concerned with the ion-exohange 
equilihria between hydrogea ion and sodium, calcium, 
barium aiid oeriuia ioni, are oontrsry to the Donnan 
ffl®rahr®n« theory end the aisaraptlon "by Baurean and Eichhorn 
(3?) and ©thtr® (57, 5®) that there is complete ionization 
within the resin phase. He stated that his data was in 
betttr agreement with the concept of Juda and Osrron (68), 
that any oetion in re#in phase may be in part sterically 
fixftd by ehtffiiical binding and in part free to migrate. 
®iere have appeared in the literature other theoret­
ical papers, iome slraple in their basic assumptions i^^7$ 
69$ 70) snd others InTolvlng more complex mechanisms 
(^i8, 71» 72). However, since these papers are not needed 
in interpreting the e:iperl!n®ntal results of this thesis, 
it was felt that the description of these generel theories 
would unduly lengthen this review and the reeder is re­
ferred to the original articles for further details. The 
game stateiaent applies to a number of experimental papers 
which are concerned with ion-exchange phenomena, but 
which have little or no bearing upon the ion-exchange 
equilibria of ran esrtha with ammoniua citrate solutions. 
3k 
III. RESEARCH 
A. laterleii and Apparatus 
fhe ©ourc® of tht neodyraluM was crud® neodymlum 
oarbonet«, eod« #630, fflanafaetured by the Lindsay Light 
and Ghemleal Ooapany, Wmt Chicago, Illinois. After 
ignition the eomposition of the oxide mixture wag; 76% 
NdgO^, 11^ S!B203.» 9^ other rare eerth 
oxides, rate carbonate w«® diggolved in hydrochloric 
®eld end purified by the ion-exchange procedure developed 
in theie laboratories (6). 
Aliquots of the acid solutions, each containing the 
equivalent of 325 grams of R^O^, were diluted to ^ 5 
liters end passed slowly down -30+^0 aesh-aize, Nalcite 
HCR, resin beds which were 6 inches in diameter and 30 
inches long and initially in the hydi^ogen cycle. The 
acid, liberated during the adsorption step, was then 
washed out of the resin beds with distilled water and 
the adsorbed rare earth bands were eluted down the 
Goluaine with 0.1|f citric acid solution, adjusted to a 
pH of 6.1 with ammoniuii hydroxide. A linear flow rate 
of 0.5 cit./ialn. was used throughout the elution and the 
eluftte was collected in i^5-llter fractions as it drained 
froa the resin beds. The rare earths were recovered by 
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adding 200 grams of oxtllc acid erystals to each ^ 5-
llter fraction of the elu&te which was collected after 
break-throttgh of the rare e&rth® occurred. The oxalate 
precipitate w«s filtered off end Ignited to the oxide at 
800®C. fhe individual fractions of neodymiuis oxide were 
analyzed speetrogrsphically for tr«ee Impurities toy the 
epectrographlc group, directed toy Dr. A. Passel, and 
those sample® consisting of greater than 99*9^ ^ ^2^3 
were coiatoined and used in sutosequent ea^erlments. 
fhe citric acid used for purifying the neodyiBluffi 
and in the experiaents to toe detcribed was U.S.P. 
purity, anhydrous citric acid laanafactured by the 
Mallinckrodt Oheiiical Worlcs, St. Louis, Misaouri, it 
contained a siinlmuai of 99.5^ anhydrous citric acid. 
fhe resin used in the gaall ion-exchange columna, 
deecrlbed under apparatue, wag the sulfonated, etyrene-
dl-rinylbenzene copolyaer manufactured by the National 
AluMlnate Corporation, Chicago, Illinole, and sold 
under the trade naiae of Nalclte HCR. A standard sample 
of resin was prepared in the following manner. Six 
kilograms of -^04-50 mesh*.sise particles were screened 
froffl a large amount of conmerclal grade Mgilcite HCR 
cution-exchange resin which had been previously air-
dried at room temperature for a week, fhe 
mesh-sizse spheres of resin, ranging in diaweter from 
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0,^? to 0.30 I were poured Into a Pyrex glass column 
filled with distilled wat@r. The resin bed was carefully 
baofe-washed with distilled water in order to remove air 
bubbles and any fine particles which were not removed by 
the screening process. The reiin was then converted 
succesilvely to the aramoniuii and the hydrogen cycles, 
using 5% citric acid, adjusted to a pH of 6 with ammonium 
hydroxide, and 5^ hy volume hydrochloric acid solutions, 
respectively. The resin bed wag carefully rinsed with 
diitllled water to remove any unadsorbed acid; then the 
resin was removed fro® the column and spread out in a 
thin layer to dry. After drying for 10 days, the resin 
wai agflin screened and the particles which passed 
through a U.S. Standard No. ^0 screen and were retained 
on a U.S. Standard No. 50 screen were stored in a closed 
reagent bottle to protect them from laboratory fumes 
and changes in humidity until they were used. 
The ion-exchange columns, used in the following 
experiments, were constructed of Pyrex glass tubing and 
were feet long with a bore of approximately 22 mm. 
Each Column was closed near the bottom with a fritted 
glass disc to support the resin bed and drawn down at 
the bottom to a nipple 9 in diameter. The nipple 
was fitted with a piece of Tygon tubing, a capillary 
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tip ana a screw ol«.rap t© eontrol the flow of solution 
througli thB column, fh© eeluaas were tbsn eslibrsted "by 
adding mter from a baretts in ordtr to correct for 
difftreneea in dianetsr^ Tht sxohsnger bed of each col­
umn consis.ted of a 200»gr8« saapls of th© stsndard, ©ir-
drled, aeld-*forii, ialcltt HCl described previously. The 
coliifHUi wer« partly fllltd with dlstlllsd water before 
th# alr-drled reeln was poured in the top, since the 
pressure exerted when dry resin absorbs water is suffi­
cient to craek the wall® ©f a. column. The beds were 
then bsek-washed #nd rinsed with ® 5^ solution of hydro­
chloric acid followed by cligtllled water. The resulting 
realn bedg were approxlfiately 100 cm. long. 
All pH ratssurements were nade with a Beckman, Model 
l»«boratory pi Meter. The instrument wag adjusted to 
a pH of 7.C50 with standard buffer solution supplied by 
the national Technical Laboratories, South Pasadena, 
Callfornift. The pH of ?.00 setting was then checked 
against a standard buffer solution «t pH values of 7.00 
end h,QQ prepared froa certified buffer tablets com­
pounded by Celtman Instruments, Inc., Msywood* Illinois. 
B. Procedures and Results 
fygiiiyatlon of 8tg.nd.a.rd. .citrate elutnt 
The large stainless steel tank, calibrated to a 
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voluB® of 2500 littrs ana tqulpptd with a motor-driven, 
stainless steel stirrer, wm filled to the 2500-liter 
mark with dlatllled water and 25OO grasg of anhydrous, 
U.S.P. grade, cltrie acid were added. After thorough 
stirring, a 2-llter portion of the citric scid solution 
wag withdrawn to check the citric acid content and 
sufficient co-noentr«t®d araraonlum hydroxide was added to 
the tank to give the lowest pfi value desired for a 
particular experiment. Enough of this citrate solution 
to provide all the eluant needed for the complete 
elution of a column was pumped into covered, 45-llter 
Pjrm carboys for storage, then the pH of the solution 
in the tenlE was increased to the next higher pH value 
by the addition of another graall portion of concentrated 
amwoaiu® hydroxide, fhit procedure was repeated until 
eluant was provided for all of the columns to be operated. 
For pH value® from 5.5 to 7.5» the amount of aramonlum 
hydroxide required to adjust 2500 liters of 0.1^ citric 
acid folutlon ranged from about 2.0 to 2.5 liters. The 
addition of thlg quantity of liquid to the tank ceused 
a dilution of less than 0.1^ and was considered to be 
negligible. 
The concentration of ammoniuia ion in each batch of 
elu»nt was determined by adding excess sodiua hydroxide 
to an aliquot of the solution, distilling the liberated 
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araaonla Into ®- rteelvtr of h$ boric eeld solution end 
titrating tht anraoniua horat® with standard hydrochloric 
aeld solution, aslng methyl purple «® an indicator. 
The aiaounts of aaaonia found at various pH values for 
t),\% citrate solutions are given in Table 1. 
fable 1 
fhe Conctntration of Afflmonius Ion in Ammonium 
Citrate Solutions 
Total citrate pH 11% concentretion 
(aeq, per liter) im»q, per liter) 
15*60± .02 ?.30±,0? 15.59 
15.60 6.90 1^.98 
15.60 6.60 1^.45 
15.60 6.30 13.57 
15.60 6.00 12.56 
15,60 5.70 11.53 
15*52 7.20 1^3^ 
15.52 6.76 1^.67 
15.52 6.52 1^4-. 22 
15.52 6.18 13.07 
15.52 5.87 11.99 
15.52 5.^0 I0.i^2 
15.56 7M 15.58 
15.56 7.10 15.37 
15.56 6.50 W.I5 
15.56 6.20 13.16 
15.56 5.90 12.06 
15.56 5.60 11.17 
Determination of reeln eaoaeity 
A 5»00-gr«ii san^le of the standard air-dried, Nalcite 
HCB resin was loaded into each of two short columns» 
treated with dilute acid to ensure their being completely 
In tli» hydrogen «ycl« and thtn rinsed with distilled 
wter until th® washings were neutral. A total of 500 
ml, of 1 N NttCl solution was passed through each bed 
over a period of ^^8 hours. At this time the pH of the 
effluent wa@ equal to the pR of the influent solution 
for both eoluians. The liberated acid was titrated with 
standard base using phenolphthaleln as an indicator, 
The oapaoltiei observed were ^.25 aafi ^.2? weq./graa of 
air-dried resin giving an average value of ^ ,26 meq./gram. 
Lftter> a 8.392-graM sample of the standard air-dried resin 
was placed in a sraall column, treated with acid and 
wtshed. A total of 1 liter of 0.05 J| NdCl|^ solution, 
having a pH of ^ .87, wae pasted through the resin over 
a period of hours at which time the pH of the effluent 
solution was ^ .8?, Aliquota of the effluent solution 
were titrated with standard aodlum hydroxide back to a 
pH of i5-.87. After rlntlng out any unadsorbed neodyiBlum 
chloride with distilled water, the adsorbed neodymiura 
was eluted from the resin with 6 litere of 0,1^ citrate 
iolutlon at a p8 of 7.^, recovered as the oxslate and 
ignited to the oacide for weighing. The acid liberated 
by the neodymiuffl chloride solution amounted to ^ .26 raeq./ 
gram and amount of neodyalum recovered upon elutlon a-
mounted to ^ ,2.6 meq./gra® of air-dried resin. The agree-
Bitnt between the equivalents of acid liberated by either 
sodiaffi or neodyialuiB ion enfl the amount of neodymlum 
Mdsorhed. conitltuted an «xcell@nt check on the equlv-
ttlenc® of exchange and showed that no neodyraium we.e 
adsorbed s,s b complex ion under these conditions. 
3* Adierptlon of neodywlaai on the resin bed 
Stwples of MgO^ ranging from 1,00 to 10,00 grems 
were dissolved In a slight excesi of hydrochloric acid 
(1.5 «1. of concentrated hydrochloric acid vere used 
per grsm of oxld#). fhe chloride solutions were diluted 
to ^  liters' each with distilled water snd adsorbed on 
prepared resin btdg using a flow rate of about 2 cm./min. 
fhe last bit® of these solutions were rinsed through the 
coluane with distilled water in order to remove the acid 
formed in the adaorption step. 
Observation and raeasurewent of adsorbed neodymlum band^ 
There in sufficient difference in color between 
hjdrogen-»for« end neodyiaiura-foriB Nalclte HCE to ®llow 
the length of the initlelly adsorbed band to be measured. 
When elutlon ©f the band is in progress, however, the 
rear edge of the bend Is not visible under white light. 
During the courae of experiraents to determine the 
optifflUJB condition for the separation of rare earth mixtures 
by lon-exch«nge, it becaroe desirable to be able to deter­
mine the positions of the bands visually. Since certain 
^2 
of tl3® r®,r« 9&rth ions are colorsd in solution. It wag 
thouglit that it should bt poselbl# to observe the concen­
trated bands on the regia bed If the column® were Illu­
minated properly. It was subsequently found that, if the 
columns were illuminated with blue light in a darkened 
roo®, the neodymium bands could reedily be seen as dark 
band® which Contrasttd shmrply with the rest of the 
resin bed. The neodywiura bands were eufficlently distinct 
under these conditions to be photographed, if desired, 
and fflany of the fine detsila of channeling in the regin 
bed could be obaenred visually. For this reason neodyra-
iua wee used in all experiments which were performed to 
study the woveiaent of rare earth bands on resin bede. 
It was found that neodywium bands on the resin bed could 
be photographed readily uilng filtered blue light with 
Eestnan Kodek, Constrast Process Ortho Fila. Figuree 
1 and 2 illustrate these techniques. 
5. The elution of neodymiuiH down a bed of Malclte HCH 
In previoui publications (6, 8) it was reported 
that m insoluble rare earth ooaplex. Identified by 
fevebaugh (73) as RClt*2H20, foriaed at pH values above 
six with Initial loads in excess of about 1.2 grams of 
I3d202 per square ctntimeter cross-section of resin bed. 
fhe following preliainary txperiisent was performed in 
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order to attermlne how th© for®8tlofi of this precipitate 
might toa pTB-^mtetSL and to study the moveraeiit of th« 
ni«©dymia» bands on the r©aln toed. 
Four I®lclte HCl r©ain beds# 22 mm. in diameter and 
about 100 eiB. long, were prepared as previously described. 
On® of the oolurani was loaded with a sample prepared from 
2.80ii'5 grams of dlssolf'ed in ^ .2 ml. of concentrated 
hydrochlorle acid; two celu»ns were loaded with 5.6090-
graffi samples of Nd20^ dissolved in 8.3 al, of acid; and 
the remaining oolufflin was loaded with a 5.6O9O-gr0m sample 
of MdgO^ disiolved in 83 ml, of acid. The details of 
loading the colurans have been described above, fhe 
columns were eluted with 0.1^ citrate at a pH of 6.20. 
All of the columns, except one of those with a load 
consisting of 5.6090 of ^^2^3 acid, 
were fluted at a flow rat# of 0.5 eai./fflin.; thie one 
colui«n wag eluted at half the flow rate of the others. 
A precipitate of considerable uiagnltude was observed in 
the latter column after about 3»2 liters of eluant had 
been passed into the column, fhis precipitate almost 
completely blocked the pores of the bed at a volume of 
7.5 liters and the column was shut off. A very slight 
precipitate was observed in the other column, which was 
loaded identically but operated at the 0.5 cm./rain, flow 
rate, when 6.3 liters of eluant had been passed into the 
eoluBin. The precipitate redlssolved gradually and was 
no longer visible at a volume of 16.3 liters. Neither 
of the other two columns showed any traces of precip­
itation, fro® this evidence it was concluded thst a 
faet flow rate, a smaller initial sample and the 
addition of excess acid to the inltlfil sample all tended 
to prevent the formation of the precipitate. It was 
apparent, fro® the fact that the precipitate redlseolved 
as the neodyniuii band moved down the column and spread 
out I that a slssplt w&f to avoid precipitation at high 
pH values and with heavy loads would be to elute the 
column rapidly In the first stages of the development 
and then reduce the flow rate in the later stages. This 
technique has been employed throughout most of the 
e3cperliii@nt® to be described in this paper. 
figure 3 shows the length of the adsorbed band 
from th® 2,80^1-5-graa load as well as the positions of 
the leading and trailing edges of the band, measured from 
the top of the bed at the time elutlon was begun. The 
band length increased steadily until a length of 15.^ era. 
was reached and then remained constant. The front edge 
of the band progressed at a constant rate throughout the 
elutlon. The rear boundary of the band advanced steedily, 
but more slowly than the front boundary, during the first 
part of the eicperlreent; subsequently, the rate of move-
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LENGTH OF ADSORBED BAND 
VOLUME OF ELUANT USED (LITERS) 
Fig* 3« ©svelopaent of aa Adsorbed 
l«©d3ifwluiii ittiid During Elutlon 
®ent ©f tli« ©tge iacr»as®a abruptly to the rate the 
front edge was trav#llng as the neodyfnlum bend reeohed 
Its fully developed state. 
Figure h shows the effect of excess acid on the 
adsoi»bed sample, fhe a»©iint of acid used in case (A) 
wag just sufficient to dissol'S'© the neodymium aample; 
in ens# (B) t«ii tiae® as much acid was used f©r the s©rae 
8i»t saaple. fh# eicegs ACid doubled the length of the 
initially adgerbeft band. Upon elution, the length of 
the band formed in ce»« (A) increased at a constant 
rate until it was developed. The ftdsorbed band in case 
(B) deeretsed in length until it became equal to the 
developing band from the former sample, then it increased 
at a eonitant rate until the band was fully developed, 
fhe slight difference in the slopes of curves (A) and 
CB) in Figure ^  iras due to a small difference in the 
diameters of the two ccluians. Column (B) was slightly 
larger in diameter, hence the fully developed bend was 
somewhat narrower. 
By ©omparing curve® (A) and (C), it can be seen 
that the rate of increase in band length was independent 
of the amount of sample originally adsorbed. With the 
5.6090-graBi losd the lengths of the initial and the 
developed bands were egaentially double those of the 
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Fig. The Effects of Excess Acid and Size of Sample on the Subsequent Elutlon 
(A) 5.6090 g, NdjOo dissolved in 8,3 ml. of hydroehloric acid 
<B) 5.6090 g. MgO^ dissolved in 83 ral. of hydroohlorie aeid 
(C) 2,80^5 g. dissolved in ^.2 ml. of hydpochlopic acid 
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2.80^5-gJ'»» load. Again the small discrepancies were 
due to a slight variation in th® diemetere of the columns. 
Following the prefiiliminary experiment just described, 
m number of txptrimental runs w©rt mada in which series 
of eoluans wer® lo«d®d with sufficient neodymium ion to 
give bands 15-30 long when fully developed and eluted 
with 0,l>f citrate solution st pH values ranging from 5»^ 
to 7.^. Quantititiv© dsts, concerning the movement of 
bands on the column and the Goncentration of ions in 
the aqueoufl and reain phases, were obte-ined. 
First e»ei*iiBental run. In the first run a 
series of seven columns were prepared as previously 
described. Five of the columns were loaded with samples 
prepared from $,00*grBm samples of ^4203, one was loaded 
with grams of the oxide and one with 1,50 grams, 
fhe amfflples were eluted at a flow rate that was controlled 
at 0,5 - 0.6 ©m,/i»ln. throughout the run with 0.1^ citrate 
solutions at pi value® of 7.^* 7.1# 6.8, 6.5i 6.2, 5.9» 
and 5.6, respectively. A dense precipitate formed in 
the coluiin operated et a pH of 5.8 shortly after the 
exptrlment was started and blocked the pores of the resin 
bed to suoh an extent that the elution of this column had 
to be discontinued, 
fhe positions and lengths of the bands were measured 
periodically and, as the fronts of the bands reached a 
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point about 25 oa. from th« bottoms of the resin beds» 
a number of appendages, containing weighed samples of 
standard rttln, wer« att«ch®d to the outlets of the 
columns• Tht bands wer® then allowed to move onto the 
appendagts, 
Soiie of the rtsln eamplei were placed In a distil­
lation apparatus where the adsorbed aiamonla ^rae evolved 
by neant of sodlua hydroxide, distilled Into a receiver 
of boric acid solution, end titrated with add. The 
adsorbed neodymluro in the remaining realn samples was 
recovered by ashing the resin, dissolving In hydrochloric 
add, precipitating as the oxalate, and igniting to the 
oxide for weighing. 
fh® aaaenlum ion in the eluate In contact with the 
developed band was determined by the evolution method 
described above and the neodyaiua in the aqueous phase 
was deterained by sl»ply precipitating it as the oxalate 
and Igniting the oxalate to the oxide for weighing. 
Analytical deta for this experliaent are given In Table 2, 
The distribution ratios of the aroaoniua ion and of 
the neodyaiuffl between the resin-gel and the aqueous 
phfsae have been compared, in Teble 2, to the ratio of the 
resin capacity to the concentration of the aiamoniura ion 
in the eluant, that is fhe reason for this 
correlation will be discussed later. 
T&hU 2 
Analytical Data from the First EsptPiaental feta 
fb® Aqtieoiig Phae© 
pH of eluant in slttftot mt in ®ltiftte Md ia #laet® pH ef ela&t® 
(iB«a. »er liter) B#r liter) C»«a. o#r liter) 
7.^  15.39 ±.03 8,161:. 03 7.^ 2^t.02 6.7fi .01 
7.1 15.19 8.21 7.16 6.^ 0 
6.8 
6.5 Ifr.lO 5.70 5.70 
6.2 13.0^  8.80 .^36 5.52 
5.f 11.92 9.21 2.85 5.^ 0 
5.6 10.9^  9.66 1.51 5.3^  
fh® Ifislft PMs® 
pH of alaattt WS^  in resin 
(aea. oer irraa) 
Md la reslij 
Cfstci* oer era®) 
Kdj/Hdg Q/HHJ 
7.^  2.25 ±.01 2.01±.01 0.271 0.275 0.277 
7.1 2.27 1.98 0.277 0.277 0.281 
6.8 
2*5^  1.66 6.5 0.291 0,301 0.302 
6.2 2.79 l.ii-l 0.323 0.317 0.327 
5.9 3.15 1.01 0.355 0.3^2 0.357 
5.6 3.65 0.53 0,350 0.378 0.389 
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S«0ood experimental run. In the second ex­
periment# 7*00, 6.50, 6,00, 5.00, 3.00 and 1,50-graai 
sample® of Nd203 were ©luted at pH values of 7.3» 6.9, 
6.6, 6.3I 5»?t respectively. The flow rates 
were 1.0 • 1,2 cm./mln., initially, and were reduced 
gradually to about 0,33 em,/rain, before the break­
through occurred. 
A heavy precipitate formed in the column at a pH 
of 6.6 when the flow rat# was reduced to 0.5 cm./min. 
and It wiii neotisary to discontinue the elutlon of this 
column. The neodymlum wbb eluted from the other five 
columns of the series. The concentrations of ammonium 
ion and of total neodynium In the eluate were deter­
mined and the pH values of the solutions were read. 
The analytical data and the pH values for this experi­
ment are given in Table 3 and a typical elutlon curve 
ihowlng the aiiwoniuffi-lon concentration, the neodymium 
concentration and the pH of the eluate as functions 
of the volume of eluate collected is given in Figure 5. 
(e) Third experimental run. In the third experi­
ment, 6.50» 6.00, $,00f ^.00, 2.50 and l.OO-gram samples 
of Sd20^ were eluted at pH values of 7.20, 6.76, 6.52, 
6.17» 5.87 and respectively. The flow rate used 
Initially wfti 2.0 cm./mln. When the band front reached 
the middle of the resin bed, the flow rate wa® reduced 
fatol® 3 
Analytical Bata from th® Sacoad l:^erlm@atal Ran 
pH ©f tliiant WSfy IB ©laaat 
i«e«, »®ip llt«p) 
mtlR tlmt« 
(aia. t>«i» liter) 
Md la 
C««a. 
®limt@ pi ©f ulaaite 
D©r llt«rS 
7,3^±.m 15.59 ±-03 6, 20-.03 ?.4«± .02 6.5s i.01 
6,n 1^.98 8.33 6.68 6.00 
6,60 
6.30 13»57 8.75 5.55 
6.00 12.56 9.06 3.56 5.«^1 
5.70 11.53 9.5^ 2.10 5.3^ 
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to 1.0 eiB./fflin. At the thrse-ciuarter mark the flow 
rat# wa® reduced to O.33 eia./fflln, 
W Fourth cxptrlineatftl run, fhis exptrliient was 
ifitntieel to th® third run, sjcoept that exactly half th® 
flow rat« ue#t in run thr©# wm ussd throughout the run. 
Band progrtss our'S'te at two widely different pH 
values for the fast and ®low rates are oofflpartd in 
flgur# 6, It was noted that 0l!Bll©,r curve® were obtained 
for both flow ratts at th® higher pH value, but that at 
th© lower pH value th© band spread out past the equilib-
riuffl length at the fast flow rate* For intermediate pH 
values the bands alio inoreesed beyond the equilibrium 
length when the faster flow rate was used. It was 
generally observed that a band, which initially spread 
out too far at the fait flow rati* contracted when the 
flow rate wa® decreased and approached the length ob­
tained with the slower flow rete for the same pH of 
elafl,nt. It appear® unwise to us® flow ratea in excess 
©f 1.0 om./»in. in experiments of this type. 
Analytical data from the third and fourth experi-
mtntg are corapftred in Table It was observed that 
the data for these runs were in close agreement in spite 
of the difference in flow rates. Apparently equilibrium 
was r@».esteblished in the case of the faster flow rates 
VOLUME OF BED OCCUPIED (milliliters) VOLUME OF BED OCCUPIED (milliliters) 
falsi® k 
iLiialjrtleal B&tm. fPom th« Iftird anfl Foarth S^^psrimental fens 
pH of aluant Sl^ In tlttsat SH.^ la »lttat® M In elmat® pH ©f elmat® 
taftO' (ffiia, peg lltfip^ per Ittey) 
fast mt% 
» 
?,20±*01 
6.?€ 
6*52 
6.18 
5.6? 
5.^0 
15.3^>±.03 
1&.67 
lh,22 
13.0? 
11.99 
10, 2 
8,18±.03 
8-35 
QM 
8.8? 
9.26 
9.92 
7.22±.02 
6.36 
5.79 
^.22 
2,69 
0.5^ 
6.fe5±.oi 
5.90 
5.72 
5.51 
5.^0 
5.31 
gl©w rat# 
?.26 
6,76 
6.52 
6.18 
5.8? 
5M 
15.3^ 
1^^.67 
1^^.22 
13.07 
11.99 
10.i^2 
8.25 
8.iH 
8.if'? 
8.8? 
9.28 
10.01 
7.12 
6.30 
5.73 
^»20 
2.68 
0.i^5 
6.ii'9 
5.93 
5.75 
5.52 
5.^1 
5.32 
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After th© rate was reduced and hetore brtek-through 
©cearred. Oompaplsen of tts® aaeli-tlcsl data from thes® 
and prtvloui run® wltlJ the bydrogtft Ion coneentretlon, 
as deterffllntd by pH iBeasurtmtntei showed deviations 
whleh eouM not be aoeoanted for by th« txperlraental 
error in deterwining the pH or th® ooncentretlone of 
th® Rfflfflonlm® ion and the total neodymiuBi in the eluate. 
As & ©heolc, the pi values of golutlong from the eeoend 
run wre redet#ralned after they had been standing in 
Pyrex glass-stoppered voltimetrie flaslcs for a period 
of abottt two months. A considerable shift In the pH 
of the solutloufi vms observed ®e een be teen In Table 5. 
fable 5 
fhe Change in pH of Solutions of Eluate from the Second 
Mm upon Standing 
pi ©f elttant pH of eluet® 
, freih 
pH of eluate 
2 raonthe later 
?.30 6,58 6,&h 
6.90 6.00 6,1$ 
6,30 5.56 5.68 
6.00 5.^3 5.50 
5*70 5.3^ 5.82® 
® fhli solutlea had beeoiie notloeably oloudy. 
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It was also dlscoversd that the pH of th® solution 
froa tht thlM and fourth runs ohangtd upon standing In 
th# saw® aanntr. Thl® dlscovesr suggested that the 
solutions were wnstabl®,. probably due to the presence 
of some ralcro-orgsnlsm which was slowly destroying the 
Qltrle acid, S«b8e<|u®ntly# samples of the solution were 
tested by Dr, L. A. Underkofler, who reported that 
bacteria, in the for» of short rod®j> were present In 
the (solutions. At this point It was concluded that 
further experiments were necessary before any calculetlona 
which depended upon the hydrogen-Ion concentration could 
be made, 
ie) Fifth earoeriwental run. In this run, pre­
caution® were taken to minimise the chance of errors 
due to the presence and growth of mlero-organlsma, fhe 
reela beds, the siphon tubes, the make-up tank and the 
carboys, used for storing solutions, were rinsed with 
hot water and with 1^ phenol solution. As an added 
precaution 0,2% phenol was added to the eluant for one 
series of ooluffinsi to inhibit the growth of micro-
organlsffls while a second series of columns was eluted 
containing no presenratlve. When the bands on both 
series of coluiuis were nearly spread out to their 
e<iulllbrluMi lengths and the front boundaries of the 
bands had »oved about half-tf»y down the res la beds. 
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tb« erlgint-l of ©luant were discarded and were 
replgtead tof fresh titrate solutions' in order to further 
reduet the ehanct ©f spoilage hy bsoterial action, 
Eaeh ®®ri«s in this experiment eoneisted of seven 
eolunns whioh were loaded with 6,50, 6,25# 6,00, 5,00, 
^,00, 2,50 l,0O*gra® samples of HdgO^, to provide 
hands ahotit ^3 o®» long when fully developed, and eluted 
with 0,1^ citrate at pH values of 7,^, 7,1, 6,8, 6.5» 
6,2, 5*9 and 5.6, resptotlvely, fh® flow rate during 
the flfgt half of the elutlon was 1,0 oin./fain, and was 
redueed to 0,33 eia./»in. durln® the last half of the 
elation. 
The tluate froa e®$h eolumn wae eollected in 
oovered, 2-liter, Pyrex, voluraetrlo flasks at the latter 
flow rate and was analyzed for afflmoniu® ion and neodym* 
ill® by the nethods dtiorlbed above, the analytical data 
and the pH valmeg of the eluates frora both series of 
eolttiani are given in fable 6, The pH of the eluate 
fro® each eelTimn was measured imraedie.tely after it was 
collected and periodically thereafter. 
It was observed that the pH values of the eluatea 
with no preservative increased Markedly upon standing 
a short tl®t, but that the pH values of the eluates 
with phenol added did not change appreciably until they 
had stood for a considerably longer period of time, A 
f am« $ 
Mmlftlml Data Ofe%ala®4 timm the ©f with 0%3# gitmt® 
pH »4 pS 1 wj-i- *€ 
of elaaat la sim&ot In la elmate ©f elmat# la «laate . 
imm./l. 1 (»«o./2..) (agQ./3.>1 imm,/I, x3.0-^ \ imm,/1.1 
WitliOttt pll#fi©l 
7.42±.01 15.5S±.03 8,15:^.03 ?.it5±.02 6.87±.oi 15.40±.O5 
?.07 15.15 8.18 6.96 6,30 0.50 i.02 l5.lif 
€.78 1^^.6l 8.38 6.32 5.95 1.12 ±.03 ii^.7o 
^.^9 I3.B9 8.58 5.52 5.71 1.951.05 1^.00 
' *• "- h,'' 6.19 12.96 8.89 ^.12 5.52 3.02 ±.07 13.01 
5.90 11.90 9.27 2.65 5.^2 3.80+.09 it 9? 
5.60 10.90 9.68 1.23 5.36 4.37 ±.11 10.91 
as bat pfeensl aM®d 
7M 15.^9 8.17 7.^3 6.70 0.20 ±.01 15.60 
7.05 15.05 8.17 6.96 6.19 0.65 ±.02 15,13 
6.77 8.38 6.29 5.90 1.26 ±.03 1^.67 
6A9 13.88 8.56 5.^9 5.70 2.00 ±.05 13.95 
6.19 12.95 8.B7 ^.68 5.51 3.09 ±.07 12.95 
5.88 11.83 9.32 2.57 5.^0 3.98 ±.09 11.89 
5.60 10.89 9.62 1.26 5.33 «.68±.ll 10.88 
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©light drift 1ft th« pH w&B notsd even in the phenolie 
ioltttloni afttr several wee&s, fhe changes in pH with 
time are shown in Table ?. 
fahl# ? 
Th# Change of pH with Ti»# in Neodymium jtoaonium Citrate 
Solutions with aM without Preservative 
pH of eluant pH of eluate 
fresh after 1 week after 2 weeks 
no phenol 
7M 6,88 6.91 6.99 
7.0? 6.30 6M 6.61 
6.78 • 5.95 6.05 6.19 
6M 5.71 5.77 5.79 
6.19 5.52 5.59 5.61 
5.90 5.% 5.50 5.51 
S» SO 5.36 5.^0 5M 
with phenol 
7M 6.69 6.71 6.77 
7.05 6.19 6.19 6.25 
6.77 5.89 5.91 5.99 
6M 5.69 5.70 5.75 
6.19 5.51 5.51 5.53 
5.88 5.I0 5.^0 5M 
5.6© 5.33 5.33 5.33 
Froffl the data in Tahle 6, it was apparent that the 
addition of 0.2^ phenol to the eluant did not greatly 
change its pH, Soni@«3tiently, little or no difference 
should have been noted in the pH of the eluates unlesa 
the phenol eoaplexed with the neodyiRiura or sorae micro-
m 
orgsnlsBi wm actlv®. At the higher pH values, some 
diffarenees wePt obserired 1ft pH*s of corresponding 
sluates, although th® differences in neodymlum and 
aBifflonlmm-ion concentrations were within the limits of 
exptrlmental erw>r. fh«@e differences la pH at the 
higher pH Yslmeg were probably due to bseterlal action 
in th# unprotected eoltitlons# Sonseqaently, in this 
thtslg, for calBttlatlons which inirolTed the hydrogen-
ion ©oncentration it we® asstimed that the correct pH 
values were thoa® initially observed in the solutions 
which were stabilised by th© addition of phenol. 
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IT. D13G0SSlOi OF RESULTS 
A, Material Balanet 
genaervatien eg eltctrieal charge iti the aqueeu8 phaae 
It is ©fevlotit that* if large space charges are not 
to he built up# a solutiott flowing pait an ion-exchange 
reiin nust reiiain neutral at all times# In the elation 
of rare earths with soltitions containing citric acid and 
aaaonittffi citrate, the only negative ions present in eon-
cent rat ions greater than 10*"^ are those which contain the 
citrate radical. Since there are n© anions present ex­
cept the trineg&tiire citrate ion and its complex ions 
foraed with either hydrogen or neodpsium ion or both, it 
follows that the eiiai of the eqwivalents of aaffloniuia ion, 
total hydrogen and total rare earth present must be equal 
to the nuitber of equiTalents of total citrate. Ex­
pressed mathematically, 
Git^ s (36) 
in which all concentratione are expressed in equivalents. 
In the above forwtlation Oit^ represents the total citrate 
concentration, whether it be present as Cit~, HGit~, 
l^Git"", l<?ltg=, HClt^, or any other negative citrate 
©oaplexi is the total concentration of available 
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hydrogen, whsther present as HGlt"~, HgCit"", H^^Glt, h"^, 
or tny add rart-e»rth«cltrat® complex, such as HRClt2~» 
Tsut doii not include hydrogtn bound in water molecules 
or in th« structure of the trinegativ© oitrat® radicalj 
R*^ is the total rert e«rth concentration, whether pres­
ent as Heit2~# R"*"*"# 02* any acidic rart earth complex, 
such ag HR0it2 i is th® total ammonium-ion concen­
tration present. It is assumed in th© dilute solutions 
used that all ammonium salts are coiapletely ionised. 
No evidence wsi found that any fowji of citrste ion, 
either free or eomplexed, is adsorbed on the resin when 
th# bends are at equilibriuta, therefore, the Clt*^ of th© 
eluiste must always equal th® Qit^ of the eluant. Since 
all the described experiiaents, for eluants of vsrioue 
pH values employed, used the same concentration of total 
citrate, thi# concentration is a true constant for all 
solutions involved, whether eluateg or eluants. There­
for®, (K^ + Nli^) aust b© equal for all eluants ii?hen ex­
pressed in equivalents and, in turn, must also be equal 
to -f + Nl^) for all eluattg. It hea been shown 
in th© literetur© (37, 6^, 65), for the aramoniuffl-hydrogen 
exchange on a reain identical with Hslcite HCR, that 
UHlTg + HR^  5=^  + Hg^  (37) 
®nd the valae of the molar equilibriun constant; 
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la approxl®at«ly ©nt, when th@ molt fractions of hydrogen 
on th# rtsln and in solution ar« very small. 
In th§ solutions employed, the concentration of the 
«mfflofllu!i ion in the elyiate varied fro® 8x10*"^ to 1x10*"^ 
K, while the hydrogen-ion oonetntratlon varied between 
2x10"'^ and 53e10"'%. ^at is, the r®tlo of the hydrogen 
resin to the aaiffionluna resin varied from 1:40,000 to 
1:2,000 in the exptrlments. 
On# liter of eluant under eqiullibriuffi conditions 
on m column will seturate from 
1542124 : 3.66 
4.26x10 
to 
10.0x10-3 , J, ,, 
I*. 26*10-3 
grams of reain with fifamoniiiHi Ion. Thla amount of reain, 
when in contact with the equilibrium eluate, contained 
froffl 2x10""'^ t© equivalents of hydrogen ion, 
fht Affloyint of hydrogen ion taken up from the resin 
by each liter of solution which flows past is actually 
eoratwhat Itsg than this amount, because a certain amount 
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of hydrogen resin remains behind in equilibrium with 
aramonltjui resin after the rar«»@arth band has moved on. 
In fact, when the pH of the eluant Is decreesed to about 
5.3, the conctntretlen of the amraonluia Ion In the eluate 
tqu&ls the eoneentr®tlon of the amaionluiB Ion In the 
elmsnt and the net change In hydrogen-Ion concentration 
In the resin phase will b® zero, therefore, the maximum 
net transfer of hydrogen ion from the resin to solution 
will b§ Xess than SxlO**? equivalents per liter of eluate. 
The value of £ In the eluant v©rle@ from 1x10*"^ to 
5.6X10'"3 equivalent® per liter; therefore, the addition 
of equivalents of hydrogen will only chenge the 
value of one psrt in five hundred; this variation 
can b® negleeted slnoe It is within experimental error. 
Therefore, the value of |£, for any eluate csn be assumed 
equal to the ^  of the original eluant. It should be 
cautioned that, while £ may be considered constant 
from eluant to eluate, the concentration of hydrogen 
ion varies appreciably. 
Accordingly, equation reducee to 
lil?5 S Sf Git'^  - # (39) 
in tfhioh is the concentration of ammonia in the eluant 
and ig the concentration of ammonium ion in the eluate. 
That this relationship holds can be seen from the experl-
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Mental data given in fables 2, 3, ^  and 6. 
2. The formation and develeoaent of the bands and the 
ortdletion of br#ftlE''throtigh volutnea 
In all the preceding tjcperiments, each column con­
tained exaetly 200 graras of air-dried, hydrogen-forra, 
ialeite HCl resin, fhi® standard resin was found to 
have a oapaoity of ^ .26 laillieqiuivalents per gram for 
either monovalent ion® or for trivalent neodyaiura ion. 
Consequently, all resin bedi used had a total capacity 
of 852 aille«|«ival#nts. 
For the adsorption of neodymiua on the hydrogen-
form resin, a dilute solution of neodyniutn chloride, 
containing only a slight excess hydrochloric scid was 
pasted slowly down the resin bed. Since neodyraium was 
by far the fiost predoainant cation in the solution 
entering the column and the resin bed w®s completely 
saturated with hydrogen ion at all points below the 
rtaetlon m n § ,  the reaction represented by equation ( ^ 0 )  
proceeded Irreversibly toward the right. 
Hd+3 + 3H* ^  M+3 4- 3Hg (^0) 
Only the reectants, neodyaiura chloride and hydrogen-
forw resin, were brought into contact with each other, 
due to the fact that the hydrochloric acid, formed during 
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th® rtaetlofif was awpt flowngtreaai ®rid out of the 
r«®etloo zoiit W th# flowing solution? furthermore, the 
fitodsrmiura resin forned during th© reaetion was left up-*-
gtreaiB where it was oontaoted hy nothing hut fresh 
neodyaiu® ehloride iolution. 
A® a eoftsequenet of the above arguaeats, it can be 
seen that a saturated band of neodyaium resin would form 
at the top of the resin bed, fhe fraetion of the resin 
bet eonverted to the neodymiua for» was equal to the num­
ber ©f #<|uiT«l®nt@ of neodyaium ion adsorbed divided by 
the total e&paoity of th® bed, consequently, it was 
poaaibl® to predict the approxifflat® length of aa initial 
adsorbed rare-earth band. Sine® Maleite HCR resin 
shrinks eoii8lde»bly when it i@ converted from the 
hydrogen to the neodyaium for®, it is necessary to know 
th® shrin&ag® faotor if th# band length is to be calcu­
lated preeistly, fhe portion of the bed below the ad-
iorbed rare earth band resialned in the hydrogen cycl® 
throu^out the adsorption process. After the neodyaium 
was adsorbed, distilled water wa» passed through the 
ooluran in order to remove the excess free aeid. This 
Insured that the only shrinkage which took place was 
that whieh oocurred in the neodymiuffl band and it followed 
that the eatehange Oapacity of the reisainlng hydrogen-
fora bed per unit length did not change, fhe concentration 
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of til® Bydrogtn Ion in the ©luaat was much less than tbe 
eoaeentratitii of Ion la the txperlraents d#-
gorlhtd abo'r®. Sine® the affinities of hydrogen and 
afflffionitta long for the resin are nearly equal, the ajaount 
of hydrogen ion adsorbed froai the eluant was negligible 
©ompared to the aaotiitt of ammoniam ion adsorbed when 
the neodyiRiiiM bands were eluted, Sinee the ammonium and 
neodynluni break-throughs oeeurred siraultaneouslyi it 
follows that the rate of moTement ©f a band front down 
the resin bed should be piwportlonal to aaount of 
aamoniua ion in the eluant. fro® these observations it 
is elear that the break-through volume, in liters, may 
be ealeulated by dividing the number of equivalents of 
hydrogen-form resin reaiaining after the rare-^earth band 
was adsorbed, by the nuaber of equivalents of aramoniuia 
ion per liter of eluant. fht ©aloulated and observed 
break-through voluMes for the first four experimental 
runs are given in fable 8. The observed values are 
generally slightly lower than the oaleulated values 
sinoe some evaporation took place while the eluate was 
being eolleoted and measured and beeause the break-
through was usually observed before all of the hydrogen 
ion on the eoluwn was replaoed, due to ehanneling which 
eaused uneven band fronts. In view of these facts the 
data of fable 8 are in exeellent agreement. 
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It em bs 8«@n trm th@ data in Figure© 3 and 6 that 
th« ra&r «dg« ©f «aeh band, as wll a@ th® front edge, 
traveled at a eonstaat rate while the equilibrium band 
was diTeloping, but that thii rate was slower than the 
mt® at whioh the front edge traveled. When the adsorbed 
band reached its fully deireloped state aa indicated by a 
fully diTeloped elutlon curve such as is shown in figure 
5,# the rate of aoveaent of the rear edge of the band 
increased abruptly to the sarae rate at which the front 
edge wai traveling. Beyond this point there wae no 
further ©hanfe in the let^th of the adsorbed band or in 
the ihapt of the elutioa curves obtained as elutlon was 
continuedi this has be@n reported in a previous paper (6). 
The rear edge of the band traveled down the column 
as a linear function of the volume of the eluant Intro-
ductd, at a given flow rate^ until the band spread out 
to its equllibriua length. It should be noted that 
solution, peeiing through the column, had to travel 
through a portion of the resin which contained a high 
asole fraction of neodyaium* Under these conditions it 
is poisible that other neodyaiuffi-citrate complexes may 
for# than those which are norffially present in contact 
with the tQulllbrlua band, for example it has been 
noted that an insoluble citrate complex forms occasionally 
in this phase of the elutlon. In view of these facts it 
ffy 
li #Tld«iit thmt guffloient expsfliatixtal data are not yet 
ftTallabl® whieli wottM enatolf the predldtlon of th$ rst® 
of trawl ©f th® r««tr edg® of th® band. 
3* fiM 
mmo&wmMm .vhmm 
It ha® b««ii fiitftt®d prtvlously that neodynlum ad­
sorption band® mmh m ecjulllbria® stmt® in whloh th® 
tint Ion eurv«s obtalnsd hair® flat top® and ste«p front 
aM rtar boundarlt®, and thut the ©hapei of th® curre® 
and th® platsam eone@ntratl©n® do not ehang® a® th® 
eoltian lengt^h la iner«a@®d., as long &§ all th® other 
©onditlons ©f elutlott reasin eonstant. Figur® 7 shows 
th« illation 0ttr?@s for a nasb«r of ntodyralura samples 
whieh were tlijted mt farlows pi Talties in the experiments 
degorlbtd above# Hi® flatness of the plateaus Indicates 
that th# ftdiorbet bands w«r® waifom after equilibrium 
wai attained mmpt for a iiSAll portion at each end of 
the band®* Most of the slop® of the front and rear 
portions of the eurres ©an b® aecounted for by th® tilt 
of the adgo^ed bandi, whleh was aotually observed when 
the band® were tstamlaed under blue light, due to channel­
ing la th® rt8in beds. 
In Figures 1 snd 2 It can be seen that tilting of 
th® bands is a f®.etor which beooiaes very important In 
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the ©f m&rmy rare-tai'tlj bands | this will b# 
dlsetisstd at length Iti » later ssetloa. In the present 
eisjserlweftts relatively wide bejids were ased and the end 
effeeti were relatively mal«p©rt&nt. 
fhen the hmiAe are In a fmlly developed state* the 
aamonliia Ion and the neodynlti® In the eolation flowing 
over the »ftlfo» region ©f the hand aiust he adsorbed 
the reslji In the same ratio m they exist In 
toliitloa when they re^ch the botto® end of the adsorbed 
bftnd, slisee it would be liiposslble for the neodyraluii 
end fronts to travel at the seme rate and to 
brealE-thfough slaalt&aeously mader any other oondltlone. 
It has therefore been eoneluded that the ratios of the 
eonstltmente in the resin phase Mist be equal to their 
ratio® IB the aqueoits phase at eqtilllbrlttffi with It* 
liquation C^l) Is also a dlreet consequence of setting 
the molar eqalllbrlitm eoastant for the awroonlttiB-hydrogen 
that Is 
and 
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©xehange equal to unity# Bonneyi Argersinger and Davidson 
(65) hmv# shewn that this is true for such a system in 
whiish the »ol© fraetion of hydrogen ion on the reain is 
low* Ooasblnlng equations (^1) and (^2) 
As was shown in an earlier sectioRi when the hydrogen-
ion ©onoentration in both phases is negligible compared 
to the conotntrationa of amraonium ion and total neodymium, 
two eons©rvation conditions hold, namely 
+ Hd| a NhJ (Itit) 
11%^  + » Q (US) 
In the preceding equationsj 
WHi4,g s concentration of ammonium ion in the eluate; 
- the concentration of aiamoniura ion in the re a in j 
lld| s the total concentration of neodymiura in the eluate; 
Nd| J5S the total concentration of neodymiu® in the resin; 
S* • the concentration of aramonlura ion in the eluant; 
Q « the capacity of the resin. 
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For oonirenleEce and the symbols with the subscript, 
3^, ar® g«ntrally ©xpreesed In ailllequiiraltnts per liter 
of iolutloni g and th# synbols with th® subgoript, R, 
are expreiged lit allllequl-ralent® per gram of reeln In 
the itaMard, ©ir-drled, hydrogen form. 
From th# aboire equations It follows that 
ml Q 
Z • _ r Z1 z -i. (^ 6) 
< ' HHfT ' ®3 
fhat this eondltloB Is true nay be established by com­
paring the eonoentratlon ratios given In fable 2. In 
the first experimental run the resin appendages were 
attached late In the experiment and probably upset the 
equlllbrlura somewhat causing erratic resultsj however, 
the data agree fairly well with the assuraptlon that the 
concentaE*8.tIon ratios are equal for a fully developed 
band, 
M-. Linear relatlonshlpa between the aamonlum Ion la the 
eluant and the aiBgonlum Ion and the total neodralua 
in the eluate> 
fhe eonoentratlon of the aramonluiB Ion and of the 
total neodymluffi In the eluste at equlllbrluw have been 
plotted as functlona of the ammonluai-lon concentration 
of the eluant in Figure 8. Data from all five exper-
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Fig. 8. fh® Goaoentratlon of fotal Neodymlum 
and Amraoniuffl Ion In the Eluat® for Various 
©oneentrations of Am®onium Ion ia tiie llmant 
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Imentftl rune were Iticluded and. the curves obtained were 
v%Tf nearly lintar functions. Experimentally it was 
found that the rare earth content of the eluete appro®ched 
zero aa th® anroonlum-ion concentration was reduced to 
10 iseq. per littr, It Is possible to elute neo-
dymiuffi frea Melcit® HCR with 0.1^ citric scid solutions 
centsining less than this concentretion of smmoniuni ion, 
the rets of elation ia slow, th® elution curves sre bell-
shaped and the band eontinaes to spread out. 
For eluantfl in the pll range 5.3 • 7.^# which corre­
sponds to 10.0 - 15.6 milliequivalents of ammonium ion 
p?»r liter of 0.1^ citric acid gclution, the concentration 
of neodyittiura ion In the elu»te wes found to lncres??e 
linearly with incresaed aramoniua-lon content of the 
tlusnt until it reached a velue approxlnately one-helf 
the number of tquivalents of total citrate present. At 
this point the «mmoniuM-lon concentration in the eluant 
T«s equal to the total concentration of citrate. Ex-
presied wathenstically. 
Sd| s I {liH5 - 10.0) (^7) 
Ndg and are escpreseed in milliequivalente per liter. 
Since 
Rg + = nhj; (w) 
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|)  ^
if Rg is a linear function of Nik, it follows that 
imim ^ IIIUDIIIII 
vs. 1% and th« 1%^ vs. must ©lao h© linear. 
""a. :i 
Furtherraort, if the slop® of any one of these straight 
lines is known experimentally, then by differentiating 
(^8) the elopes of the others can be calciilated, for 
exstmpl® 
dNHk dHi%^ dMd| 
^ + —: (<*9) 
or 
dM% m% dNHj 
h % 
S r 1 - I a - i (50) 
dNHj 3 3 
The aquation for the NHij'*" tb. NhJ relationship has 
. ..S 
been found eiperiwentally to be 
wC : - J NH5 + 13.3 (51) 
O '3
in agreement with equation (50). 
By means of equtations (^7) and (51) It is possible 
to ealoulate fairly aectirately the rare-earth and the 
asaonium oonoentrstions in the eluate for any concen­
tration of affliaonittm ion in the eluant between 10,0 and 
15.6 meq, per liter. 
5. gftloulation of the equilibrium band length 
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After establisbing that th# ratio of neodymiuia to 
araiaoiiittis ion in the rtsln phss® was equal to the ratio 
of neodsrniuffli t© ammoniura ion in eolation and that the 
concentration of hydrogen Ion in the resin phase was 
negligihlf, it wae a iiwplt Matter to oalculste the 
length of the equilibriu® band tmm a knowledge of the 
neodyiaiuia tnd Awaonittia-ioji eoneentr®tions in the equi-
libriuii eluate. If the number of equivalents of neo-
dymiura originally adgorhed be multiplied by the oonoen-
tratien of aafflonium ion in the elusnt divided by the 
eoneentrfttion of neodymiura in the eluate at equilibrium, 
the total nunber of equivalents of all cations in the 
equilibrium band can be deterrained. From this result 
and B knowledge of the exchange capacity per unit 
length of hydrogen-fora resin bed the length of the 
Adsorbed bsnd at equilibrium aay be calculated. For 
wore precise calculations it is necessary to take into 
account the difference® in the equivalent volumes of 
the hydrogen, aainonira and neodyaium-forra resins. 
6. fhe coiBDOQitlon of the oredoainant neodyroiua-citrate 
It irae observed, in data from experiments which 
were performed at pH value® greater than 7»^» that a 
break occurred at a point 'Where the neodymium concen-
trfition was equal to half the total citrate concentration. 
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Thli break was considered as strong evldenc# that the pre­
dominant rar«-®artli coaplex Ion in this pH range ^.s 
ICltg-j this concluLgloR has been further substantiated 
by the ipeotrographl© reamlts reported by Speddlng and 
ferebeugh (?3). Th®y photographed the absoxi>tlon spectra 
of the neodyiBlum-citrate solutions at various pH values 
and foand that the abeorptlofi bands of only one complex 
ion were observed In the pi rang® dleeussed in this 
thesis. In addition to the above evidence, Ryabchlkov 
and fer«nt*eva have recently shown that the water-
soluble complexes formed by adding K^Clt, Na^Clt and 
(N%)2Git to insoluble NdCit*2H20 can be precipitated 
by the addition of alcohol and have the compositions J 
K^ddCitg), lla2{MdCltg)-3H20 (i%)^(NdClt2)'3H20, 
respectively. Consequently, (Md0it2)~ was assumed to be 
the predominant complex ion of neodymium which was 
present in the eluates obtalntd from experiments (a) 
through (®). 
Since the lonlzatlen constants of cltrie acid are 
known (75# 7^)# it was a relatively simple task to 
calculate the number of equivalents of anions present 
in the equillbriuffl eluate and to check the assumption that 
the predominant citrate complex present was KdCitg"* 
this was accoiaplished by comparing the calculated number 
of equivalents of negative ions to the analytically 
m 
&et0rmimA ©oii««ntratioii of ammonium Ions. 
For tbt ionissatlon r«aetioas 
EjGit ^  HgOit^ -i- H (52) 
I01t= + (53) 
Wi t  =  15=^  G i t  -  +  H (5^ )  
tfe® r®sp#etive ioalEation oonstants lar# 
(H«Glt-)(S+) 
K s — (55) 
^ (H^eit) 
^2 • (HGll^^^Hn (56) 
(HgOlf) 
s (57) 
^ (H0it=) 
Tb# niimerleftl v®lu«@ of the lonlaatlon constants 
Of eltrl© add whieh wsrs used to ealculate th» various 
lonle sp«0l®s prts«nt In solutions of eluat® were those 
derived fro® the following relationships reported by 
Bjerniw and Bnraaoh (75) citrate solutions at 25°i 
P% a 3»057 • 0.50^|(p + O.^lp (58) 
pKg s ^ .759 - 1.512^ + 1.25}i (59) 
pl^ s 6.^^00 - 2.520l/JT -f 2.23;i (60) 
In iihleh the lonie strength, ja» 1® given by the relation, 
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P- S (61) 
The following «xpr®fl®loni wer« used to oaleulate 
th« fraetlong ©f tacli citrate ion present: 
(H«eit-)/M* 5 .-i —_ (62) 
(ii+) + (H"^ ) + 
(H»Oif)I« 
{HGlt=)/M« s —-2 £ (53) 
(Hn 
(H«Git*)K«K-, 
( C l t s ) M *  -  — ( 6 i ^ )  
(1+)-^  
in whleh CHggif)» (HSit*) and (Glt^) represent the 
molar concentrnitlons of the respective citrate ions; 
Clf^) i® the hrtrogen-ion concentration; ^  is the total 
Biol&r eoneentrstion of citrate exclasive of that com­
pleted with neodyalaa; and Ki, lo and K-a are the ion-
i*atlon eonstanti of the monO'-', di- and trinegatlve 
citrate ions. 
By Means of equations (5®) through (6^), it is 
possible to calculate the amount of amroonluia ion pres­
ent in ft citrate solution if the pH is known, or 
ilm ism-
The value of ^  in the eluate was calculated by 
subtracting twice the concentration of neodymium, in 
molts per liter, froa the total molar concentration 
of citrate, Sit^. present in the solution, fhie was 
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dofi© under the aseuraptlon that the amoant of Kd'^'^'^'present 
was ntgllglbl® and that th® only oompltx neodyialam Ion 
present iras assoolated with two eltrate radicals. 
As a first approximation, prior to making correotione 
for the aetiial ionio strength of saoh solution of eluate, 
th® eoncentrationg of the individual citrate ions were 
estiiaated usii^ th# raole ratios of the ions ealeulated 
for 0.1$ ©itrie acid solutions at the same pH value, 
fhe mole fraction® of the oitrate ions in 0,1^ citrio 
acid solution in the pH rang® 5,0-?.^ hav® been calculated 
and appear in fable 9» These data have also been plotted 
in Figure 9. 
The nutfflber of moles of eaoh individual oitrate ion 
wag then calculated aceording to the preceding equations 
in which th® values of Kg and were thos® cor­
rected for ionic strengthi th® hydrogen-ion concentration 
used wa® that determined by pH iBsasurements. Finally, 
the total ©oneentration of anionic charges was evaluated 
by multiplying th® wolar concentration of each negative 
ion by its chaise and adding these value®. 
Th® addition of phenol in imall quantities to the 
eluant did not change th® pH appreciably in th® pH range 
of these tjipiriaents, nor did it change the amraoniua or 
rare #arth ©oneentration of th® eluate. It did 8t''<bili2e 
th® pH of th® solutions which, in the absence of phenol, 
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tefid«A t© Inereas# due to the action of ralero-organlems. 
Sin©« thf «X|>«Pimeiit8 oovsred a psrlod of a month, the 
pH Talm»s of th# eluat# In whleh ph«nol was present were 
eonsldertd to he the most reliable. 
The total eoneentrations of anlonle ohargea in the 
soltttlon fro« the fifth e::^erlraental run, in which phenol 
was used as a preaeratlve, have been calculated and have 
been compared to the analytically determined amraonluni-
ion concentrations in fable 10, Froa the results of 
these calculations it was apparent that the assuraed 
©eaposition, MdOltg"# was the most probable composition 
of the ooaplex, 
fhe differences between calculated and observed 
aiamonim® Ion ooncentratlons are greater than the experi­
mental evpoT, but these differences are reasonable in 
view of the oversls^lified theoretical calculatlona. 
In these calculations no account was taken of the 
Ionization of MSitg" which Mtst occur to some extent; 
all other rare earth complexes have been assumed to be 
negligible over the entire pH range studied. It is 
highly probable that at least the complex ion HNdCltg" 
will have to be given serious consideration in the 
fflore acidic ranges# Another possible source of these 
deviations, which hag not yet been ruled out from con­
sideration, is the possibility of siaall ainounts of 
fabl® 10 
Co^arisom of the Caleulattd and Ofes@rv®d Oonetntratloii of Aoffloalam Ion 
ia the Elttate 
cone. -
(a®a./li t 
M ©one. 
{®8a./lit«r) 
Afflfflonitis-loa 
Actual 
Cmea./liter) 
©oneentratlGii 
CalealatM 
(»©€!,/liter) 
&iff®i»#fiee 
Acstaal«6&le*a 
{»©«./liter) 
0.20 8.1? 8.05 +0.12 
0.6S 6.9^  8.1? 8.33 «0.16 
1.20 6.29 6.38 8.61 -0.23 
2.00 8,56 8.90 
-0.3f 
3. Of .^08 8.6? 9.23 •0.36 
3.98 2.57 9.32 9.60 -0.28 
.^68 1.26 9.62 9.85 -0.23 
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Ifflpuritlea in the U,3,P, cltrlo acid ustd. 'i-Jhlle tartaric 
add and other organic Imptiritles In the citric acid are 
stated by the manufacturers to h® negligible in quantity, 
it is possible that even these small amounts may have 
had some influence on the experimental results. For 
©xeaple, since citric acid is largely tied up as a 
complex ion in the eluate, it is possible that any uncom-
plexed acidic impurity might ultimately alter the pH 
of the eluate. 
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B. Ooaoluslofis 
.rtlat.loQahips 
Wrm tls« txpcflaeatal result® and the subsequent 
dlBOuaslons it wae evident that the behavior of the 
neodymlua bandg on Ion-exchange oolurans, when eluted 
with solutlong of jBwraoniura citrate under equilibrium 
eonditiong, eould be aeeounted for quantitatively on 
the assumptions of electrical neutrality of the solution 
and rtiin# material balances of the ohemloals involved 
and the theraodynaiile relations whieh ooneern these 
materials in equlllbriuBi with eaoh other. It was shown 
that If the total citrate and the ammoniura-ion concen­
tration® of the eluant were known the pH of the eluant, 
the eonoentration of the total neodyialu®, the ammonium 
ion RfA the pH of the eluate could be calculated to a 
reasonable d^grm of accuracy. In most cases to better 
than two per cent. This was also true for the rate of 
travel of the front edge of the adsorbed band down the 
column and for the volume of eluant required to obtain 
break-through of the neodymlum at the bottom of the 
column, furthermore# if the number of equivalents of 
rare earth adsorbed on the column were known, then the 
length of the band at equilibrium could also be cal­
culated. 
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fht «j:p®rlfflent®l results Indicated tbat NdCit^"" wee 
tb« prtdowlnaiit neodymiuss-cltrete complex in tiie eluate* 
If tlili eofliplei: la assiiraed to b« tb# only rsre earth 
co«pl«x prestnt In th« s©liition, the hydrogen~ion concen­
tration of the elttate could b® calculated to within a 
few per &mt ©f that observed. This assumption elso 
flx«8 th® txtrapolattd rare «erth concentration in the 
®lu«t# when th® pH of the eluate eppro®ch®s ?, Unless 
the ¥ftlue of th® equilibrium constants of the rare^eerth 
comple»Q foraed and the activity coefficients of the 
Ttrlous long in solution and on the resin ®re known, it 
is necesaary to obtain the aiinoniuffl*ion concentration of 
the elutte or eluant when the rare eerth content of the 
eluftte gees to zero; in addition, use has to be made of 
the observed fact thet the needymiuai-ammoniura ion rela­
tionships are linear* fhls is necessary because the 
linearity and slope of these relstionghips are determined 
by th# equilibrium constants. 
Since further work is in progress, in the Ames Labo­
ratory* to ©feluatt these constants and activity coef­
ficients, it would b® premature at this time to ettempt 
to refine these calculAtions beyond those which ere In 
this thesie. It is interesting to note, however, that 
it ie possible to list the unknown® in the solution and 
in the resin phase and to set up the same number of 
9^ 
inSepeiadent equatloai froia whieh It la poaslbl® to solve 
liiiiqaely for tlie tmkaewn variablea. The variables are 
aiiitoBluis, neodynltiffl and hydrogea ions in the reain phase; 
hydrogen, lieodymim® aad ftmaoftluffl ioas in the eluate; the 
tour Gltrat# ipeoiesj and idOitg^ «Ad any other neodyiaiam-. 
©itrate eooplexes @mh as HMOitg"* fhe known oonatants 
inol«de the total oitrat# concentration} the total hydrogen 
©r the affiffioniMii-ioa concentration of the eluant; and the 
©apaolty of th# resin, g. The e.iiuation relating the 
eoaiponents of the aqueoas phase Involve 
1. Citrate balance' 
2. Total hydi^gen balance 
3. ieodyiilum balance 
Balance of positive and negative charges in 
aolutlon 
5. fhe first ionization of citric acid 
6. the second ionization of citric acid 
7. The third lonlsatloa of citric acid 
8. lonisation of idCltg^ 
9. lonisation of any other citrate cowplexea 
It will be noted that there are nine equations and 
nine unknowns In the aqaeous phase. However, the total 
neodynlaw concentration in the eluate which is required 
for the neodyalua balance »uat be known experimentally, 
as well as the equilibriuffl constanta and ionic activity 
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coefficients requirtd for the above equations, before th« 
equations ean b» solved. Th# activity coefficients of 
tb® ions ean b® determined by independent experiments and 
in fact most of th%m mtb already available in the liter-
stare* 
In tb® equilibrium involTing the resin phase, four 
equfttloni can be written for the remaining Tariablee, 
nantly 
1, Balance of positive and negative charges in 
the resin phase 
2. Equilibrlu® constant for aiimonium-hydrogen 
exchange 
3» Iquilibriu® constant for ammonium-neodyraium 
exchange 
Equal ratios of afflmonium ion, hydrogen ion and 
total neodyailum exist in the aqueous and resin 
phase® 
or the equivalent equations for 2, 3 and ^  
^ " NHJ 
In tills ease it is also necessary to determine independ­
ently the activity coefficients of the ions in the resin 
phase or to ue® the experimental fact that the bends 
have an tquilibrluia length and therefore that the ratio 
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©f the smmoniam-ion cofioentration In the realm to the 
araonlum-loa conc©ntr®tlon in the elaate Is equal to the 
ratio ©f th® total ooneentrations of neodymluni in the 
resin end in the aqueous phes®, which le In turn equal 
to the ratio of the hyarogen-ien concentration In the 
reeln phase to the concentration of the hydrogen ion in 
the eluftte. 
Since it is difficult to determine the ectlTity 
coefflcitnts of the ion In the resin experimentally it 
Is perhaps better to use the anslytlcally determined ion 
concent rat Icsns to find the activity coefficient ratio of 
the ions. 
2, S«lf»'.ehftroeniQg' of bands 
If one exaitlnes the dissociation conatent equation 
of the neodyfflluw citrate complex 
(ifdCitg-) 
* (Nd*3)(01t^ )^  
it will be noted that the value of ^  for each rare esrth 
would be different. Although several rare earths may be 
present at the same tlae In solution there can only be 
ss 
one concentration for the Clf'lon. Therefore, the ratio 
E01t2^/^"*"^ each rare earth will have to be different. 
fhls feet will cause some of the rare earth ions to be 
out balance with the resin phaae and the rare earths 
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will gttparat# into bands with each Ion seeking the proper 
eitrat® ion oonefntratlon. Ono® they hav® separated, the 
eltr«tt-ioa conetntratlen will adjust itself so that 
#adh band travels at the aaffi® rate. Under these condi­
tions, if a rare earth Ion fro» one band either gets 
ahead into a preceding band or falls behind into a 
following band. It will meet an unfavorable citrate 
ion concentration and Its progress will either be retared 
or speeded up so that it returns to its own band. There­
fore, on® would expect the band fronts to be extremely 
sharp under equilibrium condition®. 
0, Marrow Bands 
It will be noted from the above dlscusaion that if 
trace amounts of rare earths are adsorbed on the columns 
and fluted with citric acid. In the pH and concentration 
range® given above, that the individual rare earth bands 
will bt extremely narrow after development; they will 
ride one upon the other and In no circufflatances will they 
spread apart under @€|uillbrluffl conditions. If the band 
fronti could be aalntained perfectly flat, each elutlon 
band would be rectangular In shape with an extremely 
narrow abclsia. If the band fronts become tilted or 
channeled, as practically always happens in pr^-otlce, 
then as the solution moves across a given cross-section 
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of th@ eolttiBfi one rart-eartli will be exchanging In one 
arta whll# a diff«r®nt rare earth will Tae exchanging 
elsewhere in the same plan®. The elus.te will be made up 
of ft composite as it flows from the column and the 
separation will be very poor. Therefore, it is desirable 
when separating rare earthg under these conditions of pH 
and concentration to choose column diameters so ®s to 
Hake the rar# earth bands ss long a§ practical and to 
load the eoliiiani with aa hesTj loads as the experimental 
conditions will permit* 
It will also be observed that if a single rare earth 
ig adsorbed in trace' a?aounts, and if the bends become 
tilted wpon elation, pseudo bell-ghaped elution curves 
will result. This effect results from the fact that the 
quantitr of rare earth being removed at the bottom of 
th« column does not come from a complete laminar cross-
section of the adsorbed band, but rather from rectangular 
inorsments of an inclined ellipse which progresses across 
th# bottom boundary of the resin bed. Accordingly, the 
bell-shaped curve ii in reality made up of an envelope 
©f narrow rectangular increoents which first Increase 
in height and then decrease as successive chord® of the 
tilted ellipse are tluted from the column. 
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STJMMARX 
1. IftVistlgatlons wer© made ofi the adgoi*ption of 
tieodyraluffl on Selelt® HOH realu beds and subsequent elutlon 
with eltrlc aeld-amfflonitiiB citrate solutions at a number 
of pH values. Quantitative measurements were made to 
dettrmln© the distribution of the lone between the aqueous 
and resin phase® under equilibrium coMltlons. 
2. It W8® found that neodymluffl adsorbed on the 
regln eould be observed as a dsrk band when viewed under 
blue light and several photographs of benda were pre­
sented whieh showed the effects of channeling in the bed. 
3. Methods for preventing the formation of the 
Insoluble preolpltatej RCit'2H20, were studied. It was 
found thst a snail initial iample, a fast flow rete in 
the eerlf stages of eluticn and the introduction of 
exceg® acid to the sample being adsorbed each tended to 
prevent the formation of this Insoluble eorapound, 
k. The rati of aovement of the front edge of the 
adsorption band wag raessured and found to be proportional 
to the rate at which the fimmonium ion was being added 
froii the eluant. It wag found that the break-through 
volumes, in liters, could be calculated precisely by 
dividing the numbtr of equivalents of hydrogen-form 
resin remaining in the column after the neodymlum band 
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was adsorbed by tb® nuaber of equivalents of emraonlum 
Ion p«r llttr of eltiant. 
5. fh« oapaeity of the resin for both raonovalent 
and trlvalent lone was measttred. In both cases a capacity 
of ^ .26 aeq* per gram of air-dried hydrogen-forra resin 
•was obserT®d| froia this It was concluded that neodyialuia 
was adsorbed only as the triposltlve Ion. 
6. From theoretical considerations and the behavior 
of the adsorbed bands the following relationships were 
formulated. 
/« = _!. 
3 ~ ^  NHJ 
Experiment® showed that these relationships were valid 
for the pH range Investigated. 
7. Analytical data from five experiaiental runa 
were plotted and It wag found that the concentration of 
ftraiTionium ion in the eluate, the concentration of total 
neodyaium In the eluate and the concentration of aatnonium 
ion in the eluant were linear function® of one another. 
Equations were derived which related the slopes of the 
above curves to each other. 
8. It was flhown that the concentration of the 
hydrogen ion in the resin phase was so low, compared to 
the concentrations of the amwoniuia and the neodymium ions 
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In th© «<3ulllbi»iu« band, that It could be neglected In 
the aaterlal bal&nc® equation. Knowing the concentrations 
of the total neodyaiu® and ammonium ion in the eluate as 
function® of the ammonium ion concentration in the sluant 
and also the aaount of neodyniua on the resin bed, it 
wae posiibl® to calculate the length of the adsorbed band 
under es|uillbrlum conditions. 
9. froa the fflaterial balance equations it wss 
shown that the sua of the concentration of the araraoniu® 
ion plus the concentration of the total neodymium in the 
eluate was alwajs equal, within the experimental error, 
to the concentration of the ammonium ion in the eluant. 
10. Evidence was presented to show that the pre-
doninant coaplex: neodymium ion was NdCit^ ". 
11. Making the ©Terslmplified assuaiption that 
NdOit2^ the only neodymium-cltrate complex present 
in the eluate, the pH values of the eluates could be 
calculated with a fair degree of accuracy. 
1?. It was shown that, if the equilibrium constants 
were known and the activity coefficients of the ions in 
the aqueou® and resin phases were determined independ­
ently, all pertinent data could be calculated on the 
assumptloni that equilibrium was attained and that 
electrical neutrality was maintained both in the aqueous 
phase and in the regin. Even without knowing the values 
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of the equlllbrluBi oonstants and th® actlv^lty coeffi^ 
dents, it was poialbl® to describe the behavior of the 
sjsteiB cimantitatively, since the ammonium-ion intercept 
and the slop® of the linear relationship between total 
neodyraluM la th® eluate and araraoniuffl ion in the eluant 
were known ejcperliaentally for 0.1^ citrate solutions. 
13. In setting up the necessary equetions to 
celculste the variables, to an accuracy of one or two 
per cent, it may be necessary to make a correction by 
Including the poaslbllity of formation end, therefore, 
the equations which involve the HI3dCit2~ complex. 
lis-. The aeohsnlsra of self-sharpening of rsre-
earth bands upon elutlon was discussed, 
15. The effect of channeling on narrow bands was 
considered in detail. Several photographs of narrow 
bands were presented. 
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